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Any way you look at it, 
3M™ DBEF improves display brightness. 

The benefits of 3M Dual Brightness 
Enhancement Film (DBEF) are tr uly 
dual. It not only boosts display 
brightness up to 60%, but it does so 

Enhanced 
screen 
brightness 

over the entire LCD 
viewing range. 

With DBEF, you can 
increase your screen 
brightness OR translate 
the brightness into 
power savings. And 
by saving power you not 
only get more time 

between battery charges, but longer 
lamp life as well. 

What is 3M DBEF? It 's actually a thin 
film reflective polarizer that's placed 

right behind your LCD. It 
adds virtually no weight or 
thickness to the display, yet 
it 's amazingly effective at 
recycling light otherwise lost 
to absorption. The wide angle 

Increased brightness provided by DBEF 
power is perfect for multi-viewer 
efficiency LCD appl ications such as 

monitors, TVs, 
instrumentation 
and multi-media 
notebook computers. 

For more information 
on 3M Dual 

Wide viewing angle 
Brightness 

Enhancement Film - or any of our 
other 3M'" Optical Enhancement Films 
- call us at 1-800-328-7098, ext. 1. 
Any way you look at it, your displays 
will be better. 
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COVER: The ..-ar for the desktup bet11'ee11 CRT and FPD 
monitors will beg in in earnest. FPDs bring the whole 
range of jlat-pa11elvirtues to what promises to be w 1 epic 
teclmobusi11ess co11jlict that ..-i/1 go o/lfor years. The IBM 
lwlo LCD mo11i10r (right) uses IBM's 16. 1-in. TFT-LCD 
the largest TFT-LCD that is commercially available as •re 
go 10 press. CRT-based mo11i10rs dominate the market, 
and we are still seeing imw,·ations in their design. 
N£C 's M700 17-ill. CromaCiearT.u mo11itor (left) uses 
a neH' sltadou•-mask design thm is n cross betu·een delm 
and TrinitronTM practice, and produces a VCI)' high 
MTF. Tire uwniror also comains speakers f or multimetlia 
app/icatio11s. 

Credit: Trident Systems for IBM photo 
NEC Technologies 
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Plasma Displays at Thomson. 
At Thomson/Matra? 
At RCA[Daewoo? 

On October lOth, I visited the plasma-display-panel 
(PDP) development and manufacturing faci lity of 
Thomson Tubes Electronjques (TIE) at Moirans, 
France, j ust outside Grenoble. Despite considerable 
activity on the technology and manufacturing fronts, 
Thomson persotu1el were understandably distracted 

by an impending decision expected from the French Government the following 
week: selecting the private-sector bidder to whjch it would sell Thomson. 

Thomson, S. A., is the largely govemment-owned international electronics 
giant that consists of two major parts: Thomson CSF (professional and military 
electronics) and Thomson Multin1edia (consumer electronics). Thomson Multi
media includes RCA (the best-sell ing TV manufacturer in North America), 
Telefunken, SABA, and Ferguson, and also produces conswner electronic prod
ucts under the Thomson brand name. Thomson CSF owns 87.5 % ofTTE, the 
2500-employee industrial and military CRT and microwave-tube maker that has 
twice the CRT output of Thomas (U.S.) or Brimar (U.K.), according to Gerard 
Dhiver, Director of Marketing for visualization products. This makes it the 
world's largest producer of industrial anclmjlitary tubes. With several factories 
in Europe, one in China, and having incorporated AEG's factory in Ulm, Ger
many, last May, TTE also has a substantial PDP development program for high
resolution industrial and military panels in Moirans. In addition, TTE is work
ing to develop a 42-in. PDP for televis ion under a development contract with 
Thomson Multimedia. 

Thomson's new owner will buy a profitable professional and mHitary elec
tronics division and a consumer electronics division that is not profitable, 
although Dhiver was quick to point out that Thomson Multimedia does make 
money on operations. (It's the division's debt service that causes the bottom 
line to be printed in red.) 

As has been widely reported in the trade and business press, Thomson's 
expected purchaser is the Lagardere Group, which includes the French aerospace 
company Matra. The plan is to fonn a company to be called Thomson Matra 
which would operate Thomson's industrial and mmtary businesses and spin off 
the consumer electronics business to the Korean electronics giant Daewoo. The 
French Prime Minister has suggested a process for Matra 's acquisition of Thom
son, which must be approved by the appropriate E.U. body in Brussels and by 
the French commjssion that oversees privatization. If all goes well, the purchase 
could be approved early in 1997- or perhaps even earlier- according to Ernest 
L. Stem, Chainnan of Thomson Components and Tubes Corp. in the U.S. 

All of this creates many interesting display-related combinations, but let's stick 
to PDPs - which is what this editorial was supposed to be about. The Korean 
electronjcs majors have made no secret of their interest in PDP teclmology. 
TIE's own PDP program resides on the non-consumer side, but remember the 
development contract with Thomson Multimedia. TTE would be very happy 
to continue and expand that contract, and I'm guessing Daewoo would look 
favorably on that prospect, too. TIE began work on AC-PDPs 30 years ago, I 
was told by Jacques Deschamps, Manager for Plasma Display Panels, and sold 

continued on page 38 
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Model RSM 2200 Features 

Two Head Bonder with Rotary Table 
ACF bond or solder two products while Loading and unloading two products. 

SYSTEM 
TECHNOLOGY 
The RSM 2200 advanced technology Bonder uses a Microprocessor to control and 
monitor the bonding process. The same temperature controller, Ceramic Hot Bars 
and force control are used for all Taddeo systems. The process developed on one 
system can be directly transferred to any Taddeo equipment. Hot Bars can be made 
in long lengths and widths to fit exact customer requirements. Fixturing is available to 
position flex to glass, flex to PCB's and connectors to PCB's. 

• Front Loading Rotary Table 
• Automatic Rotary Table Positions Two 

Products under Bond Head 
• ACF Bond to Glass or Solder to PCB 
• Quick Change of Hot Bars 
• Constant and Pulsed Heat Modes 
• Microprocessor Control of Pressure, 

Temperature and Time 
• Bonding Parameters can be Changed 

during a Profile 
• Different Bonding Profiles can be 

Operator Selected for Different Products 
• Automatic Recording of Bond Data 
• Quick Selection Between 

Bonding Profiles 
• Two extra Thermocouple Ports with Real 

Time Display for Process Development 
• Ceramic Hot Bars: 

Very Good Temperature Profile, Very Flat 
• Optional Inspection System for 

Alignment and Inspection of Final Bond 
• Optional Vision Image System with 

No Parallax 
• Optional Crosshairs Generator for 

Outlining Product and Bond Areas 
• Optional Off-Line Graphical 

Programming of Bond Parameters 

Model ACF 6000 Features 

Fine Pitch Anisotropic Film Bonder 

See Us at 
Display Works '97 
Booth 524 

Circle no. 10 

• TAB to Glass 
• TAB to PCB, ACF or Solder 
• Glass to 425MM on an edge 
• Automatic Motion to TAB Positions 
• Automatic Camera Position 
• Camera Inspection Above or Below 
• Semi-Automatic TAB Alignment 
• All Ceramic Hot Bar, Stays Flat 
• Pulsed Heat and Constant Heat Modes 
• Capable of Bonding Very Fine Pitch TAB 
• Quick Change Between Products 
• Automatic SPC Data Recording 
• Graphical Display and Editing of Profile 
• Teach Mode Programming 

TODDCO GENERAL, Inc. 
7888 Silverton Ave., Suite A 
San Diego, CA 92126 
(619)549-9229 • (619)549-2162 FAX 
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The Blind Trust Walk ... 

by Aris Silzars 

Right away I could tell I wasn't going to like this. 
Instantly and vividly I could recall certain events 
from years ago in grade school. I remembered how I 
hated games like pin the tail on the donkey and others 
that required one to be blindfolded - especially when 
the other kids laughed as I wandered off in the oppo

site direction from where the donkey was stuck on the wall. Yet here I was, well 
into adulthood, once again about to be subjected to this kind of humiliation. Or, 
at least, so I thought. 

How did I get myself into this? Easy. It was another outdoor management 
training and team-building "opportunity." You know, the kind with pole climb
ing and bungee jumping. However, the exercise we were about to do would 
have none of the exhilaration of contemplating the results of impacting the rocky 
ground 60 feet below if the safety harness failed - an exceedingly small proba
bility but still likely greater than epsilon. 

Nevertheless, the buildup by the training staff added a sufficient level of mys
tery that one definite ly did not feel at ease or have much sense of control regard
ing the events about to take place. With our safety helmets and harnesses snugly 
about us, we followed our instructor into the woods on a crispy-cool and very 
colorful autunm morning. When we reached a clearing, we were told that we 
would be divided into two groups. "And then what?" I immediately wanted to 
know, although I didn't actually ask the question. 

Once the two randomly selected but evenly populated groups had been 
formed, one group was told that they would a ll be blindfolded and led through 
the woods by someone from the other group. Luck was with me. It appeared 
that I had ended up in the group that was going to be doing the leading. Great! 
wouldn't have to be blindfolded after all. 

As the newly appointed leaders, we were told that we were to give the blind
folded ones as many diverse and interesting experiences as we could devise in 
an approximately 15-minute period while taking great care that our charges did 
not fall down or hurt themselves. The second firm rule was that we would not 
be allowed to say anything or, in fact, utter any sound at all. We were also not 
to identify ourselves to our blindfolded colleagues. 

Otherwise, we should make the experience as creative and informative as pos
sible by utilizing any or all of the other senses of touch, hearing, smell, and 
taste. 

Once I had made gentle elbow contact with the blindfolded one that would be 
my responsibility, I became very focused on making an all-out effort to give my 
charge an enjoyable and varied experience. As we moved through the woods, I 
gave gentle guidance by little nudges on the arm and other suitable parts of the 
anatomy. We felt trees and branches. We smelled moss. We listened to the 
crunch of leaves underfoot. We tried to sense the direction of the breeze. We 
felt the warm sun and the cool shade. We picked and smelled mushrooms. We 
explored some unidentified berry bushes. While doing all th is, J kept an ever 
watchful eye on the safety of my companion. I moved sharp branches out of our 
path. I made sure that there were no slippery spots. I was careful that we didn't 

continued on page 43 
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For more than 50 years Photo Research products have been the first choice of light 
measurement professionals in all sectors of the information display industry. 
We provide rock-solid repeatability and NIST-traceable accuracy with all our user
friendly instruments whether you are measuring CRT's, LED's, LCD's or other Flat 
Panel displays. 

If you want to measure luminance and contrast ratios at low light levels, the fully 
automated PR-880 photometer with multiple apertures is the ideal solution. Using 
Pritchard® Optics, the PR-880 makes accurate, automatic testing of displays easy -just 
push a button! 

If color is the question, the PR-704 and PR-650 spectroradiometers provide all the 
answers. The PR-704 SpectraScan is a sophisticated tool to measure the spectrum of 
small spots on displays and instrument panels, guaranteeing precise color results 
regardless of the source spectrum. The PR-650 SpectraColorimeter is the only hand
held spectroradiometer in the world and can petform real-time color, brightness and 
reflectance/transmittance measurements in a production or laboratory environment. 

The PR-900 Video Photometer is the instrument of choice for accurate spatial and 
photometric measurements and can measure the uniformity of an entire instrument 
panel instantaneously -you don't need 20-30 spot measurements any more! It is also the 
industry standard for ISO ergonomics testing of CRT displays. 

Call us today for a free full color CIE clu·omaticity poster! 

'Precision 
Brought to Light!' 

PHOTO RESEARCH.INC 
9330 DeSoto Avenue 
Chatsworth, CA 91311-4926 USA 
Telephone: 818/341-5151 • Fax: 818/341-7070 
http://wn~v.photoresearch.com 
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s 1995 

Announcing the low-cost alternative 
for high-end monitor testing. 

The 801GL-ISA is a low-cost plug-in video test 
generator for high-end monitor testing. With a 
video bandwidth to 150 MHz, it services virtually 
all workstation monitors, Plus, on-board video 
format and image storage make it ideal for service 
and low-end manufacturing environments. This 
full function programmable video generator is low 
on cost only, not on features. To learn more about 
the 801GL-ISA, contact us. Ask about a FREE demo 
MS Windows™ interface disk, and quantity discounts. 

COMPARE FEATURES WITH TEST GENERATORS COSTING MUCH MORE: 

• Fully programmable, full function 

• Up to 150 MHz video clock rate 

• Extremely accurate and stable 

• MS Windows™ interface 
• Create custom images or use 

over 80 popular standard video 
formats and 60 test images on-board 

• Low cost, only $ J 995 

Qu"nrurn o"r"· 
2111 Big Timber Road • Elgin, IL 60123 USA 
Phone: (847) 888-0450 • FAX: (847) 888-2802 
URL: http://www.quantumdata.com 

Ch-cle no. 13 E-mail : sales@ quantumdata.com 



PixTech flat panel displays. 
The edge you need ... 

... the edge in viewing. 
• >160° viewing angle, horizonatally and vertically, for 

rack-mounted instruments. 
• High image brightness (70 to 200fL) for outdoor readability. 
• Smooth, continuous, full-range dimming from maximum 

brightness to extinction . 

... the edge in performance. 
• Full-motion video speed for fast TV, waveforms, and ultrasound imagry. 
• Portable power mode ... 70fL at one watt. 
• 5.2 inch, 320x240 monchrome green FE532M·1 ... available now. 

PixTech's state-of-the-art cold cathode Field Emis
sion Display (FED) is the graphical flat panel that breaks 
LCD performance barriers. FEDs are the next generation 
imaging technology. Cold-cathode emitters (1000/pixel) 
assure high redundancy images with no lost pixels, black 
dots, or lines out. 

Temperature extremes are no problem, with instant
on available for -45°C to t 85°C operation. Emissive FEDs 
provide higher brightness than backlit and reflective LCDs, 
yet dim way down for nighttime use. 

PixTech FEDs have the velvet texture, lush colors, 
and crisp focus of computer CRT monitors because the 
FEDs are CRTs. But, at a "thinness" of just 2.5mm, the 
PixTech FED shows computer-quality images without the 
bulk, weight, or heat of a monitor. And, unlike LCDs, FEDs 

are the perfect displays for fast-moving imagery such as 
ultrasound, sonography, heart-rate and waveform moni
tors, oscilloscopes, TV, and FUR images. A 20-microsec
ond response time eliminates image-persistence or "lag". 

Try the many advantages of monochromatic FEDs 
from PixTech now. Full color 5.2-inch RS-170 Evalua
tion Kits available, Winter, 1996. 

~Pix Tech 
The Field Emission Display Company 

3350 Scott Boulevard, Bldg. 37 • Santa Clara, CA 95054 
(408) 986 8868 • Fax: (408) 986 9896 

Pix Tech FED ... the new generation of flat panel displays. Call us! 1·888-PIXTECH 
Cil'cle no. 14 



~E PROVEN 
LEADER IN MONOCHROME 

CRT TECHNOLOGY IS 
OW THE SINGLE SOURCE 

SUPPLIER FOR ALL YOUR 
HIGH RESOLUTION 

DISPLAY NEEDS. 
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CRT Monitors Repel the FPD Challenge 

Are people really in such a hurry to get rid of their CRT monitors? 

by Rhoda Alexander and Brian Fedrow 

T.E ONSLAUGHT of flat panels as replace
ments for CRT-based data displays is heating 
up, and predictions of the imminent death of 
the CRT data display abow1d. Despite this 
pressure, the CRT-based display-monitor 
industry is still growing steadily, and end 
users continue to be satisfied with the 
price/performance equation that the CRT 
monitor offers. Firms are sti ll announcing 
plant expansions, new CRT developments, 
and plans for new monitor products every day. 
In nearly every applications category, the 
demand continues for color monitors with 
higher information content, higher screen res
olution, higher screen refresh rate, lower 
power consumption, and improved shielding. 

The worldwide market for all color and 
monochrome CRT display monitors - exclud
ing those used for consumer TV - reached 
more than 64.5 million units in 1996. The 
aggregate world unit growth will be steady 
through the remainder of the 1990s, with a 
4.8% compollild annual growth rate (CAGR) 
over the 1996- 2002 period, bringing the mar
ket to 85.2 million units in the year 2002 (Fig. 

Rhoda Alexander is Senior Monitor Analyst 
at Stanford Resources, Inc., 3150 Almaden 
Expressway, Suite 255, San Jose, CA 95Jl8; 
telephone 408/448-4440,fax: 408/448-4445; 
e-mail: stanres@ix.netcom.com; World Wide 
Web WWW.Stanfordresources.com. Brian 
Fedrow is Director of Editorial Services at 
Stanford Resources. The data in this article 
were excerpted from an extensive recent 
report, Monitor Market Trends, lOth ed. 
(Stanford Resources, 1996). 
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1). In 1996, the world monitor market was 
valued at nearly $2 1 billion. A CAGR of 5% 
is forecast for the 1996- 2002 period, with the 
2002 market reaching $28 billion, largely due 
to sales of monitors for computer applications. 

Continuing demand in the computer indus
try - the largest applications segment - will 
result in an ongoing opportunity for monitor 
sales, although growth is expected to trail off 
moderately in the late 1990s. Monitors con
sumed by the computer industry totaled 56 
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mill ion units in 1996, which represents 86.9% 
of total moni tor demand. ln the year 2002, 
demand from the computer sector will 
increase to more than 77 million units, or 
90.4% of the monitor market. 

Within the computer segment, color desk
top PC monitors represent the lru·gest sub
application, with the 1996 market of 47.3 mil
lion units expected to increase at a 7% CAGR 
to 70.9 mill ion units in the year 2002. Desk
top monitors are typically sold "bundled" with 
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Fig. 1: The aggregate world market for all color and monochrome CRT display monitors
excluding those used for consumer TV - will reach 85.2 million units and $28.1 billion by the 
year 2002. 
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CPUs or, less frequently, as an independent 
purchase for replacement or upgrade. 

Since the early 1990s, makers of desktop 
PC monitors have continued to cut manufac
turing costs through methods such as offshore 
production, reductions in component count, 
and umovative product design, while sunulta
neously increasing screen size and adding 
important features such as power management 
and shielding. 

With the advent of highly pmtable comput
ers, the demise of the traditional desktop PC 
has been predicted repeatedly. Firms are now 
even starting to introduce "portable desk-top 
PCs," which feature a liquid-crystal display 
(LCD) as the mau1 display ill a lighter-weight 
system. In addition, u1 1996 a growing num
ber of manufacturers have accelerated the 
introduction of flat-panel monitors based on 
LCD technology with screen sizes up to 20-in. 
on ti1e diagonal. 

For now, the flat-panel monitor is more 
hype ilian substance - at least as far as push
illg CRT monitors off the desk is concerned. 
The substantially higher cost associated with 
current flat-panel monitor offerillgs ulhibits 
penetration in price-sensitive markets where 
space-saving is not critical. 

Initial flat-panel monitor sales have been 
strong in such areas as financial, medical, 
industrial, and point-of-sale applications, 
where the benefi!S of compact size and porta
bility outweigh cost concerns. Pricing and 
availability of small flat panels, combu1ed 
with recent shortages of small CRTs, have 
created a shift in product-design philosophy 
for the non-computer applications categories -
industrial, conununications, business/commer
cial/ retail, transportation, and military. None 
of these applications segments is expected to 
experience significant overall growili on the 
CRT s ide during ti1e forecast period, although 
some growth for CRT monitors in larger 
screen sizes is likely. 

For computer applications, overall user sat
isfaction with the price/performance ratio of 
CRT technology has been l1istoricaUy high 
and has unproved even further ill recent years. 
End users have enjoyed the benefits of the 
increased competition in CRT monitor mar
kets ill recent years, which has resulted in 
lower prices and improved performance. 

Despite u1creases in raw-materials and pro
duction costs, CRT monitor pricing, particu
larly in the color segment, has consistently 

1996 
16.1 Million Units 

2002 
23.5 Million Units 

15 in. 
59.0% 

Fig. 2: The 1996-2002 regional sales forecast of color desktop PC monitors shows substantial 
overall growth. Although North America and Europe are still expected to conswne the majority 
of desktop PC monitors during the forecast period, the strongest growth rate for all monitors 
will occur in "other " regions outside of North America, Europe, and Japan. 

declilled ill recent years. But early ill 1995, dis

play prices started to climb at ti1e OEM level, 

triggered by product shortages and increases u1 

CRT costs. These product shortages - particu

larly in the 14- and 15-in. color segments -

plagued OEMs tlrroughout most of the year 

before easu1g u1 late 1995 and early 1996. 

As supply improved in early 1996, prices 

began fallillg. Cost-competitiveness will 

remain ti1e inherent advantage of CRT moni

tors over any flat-panel challengers during the 

remau1der of this decade. This will be based 

on the ability of tl1e CRT products to mailltain 

a fairly steady decline in prices despite tempo-
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market survey 

1996 
47.3 Million Units 

JAPAN 

3.5%\ 
FAR EAST 

/7.6% 
_.--REST OF THE 

WORLD 
10.5% 

\NORTH 
AMERICA 

44.3% 

2002 
70.9 Million Units 

JAPAN FAR EAST REST OF THE 

/WORLD 4.1%\ 10.3%/ 

19.0% 

EUROPE 

\ NORTH 
AMERICA 

33.5% 

Fig. 3: In Europe, a strong trend is under way toward screen sizes of 15 and 17 in. and away 
from 14 in. But even in the Far East and the rest of the world, the current emphasis on 14-in. 
monitors will be succeeded by a rapid growth in the sale of 15-in. monitors by the year 2002. 

rary market conditions and threats from new 
technologies. 

In the computer segment, there continues to 
be a rapid decline of the market for monitors 
with screen diagonals less than or equal to 14 
in. because of the growing volume of "mid
size" monitors. Both CRT and monitor manu
facturers have pointed toward the 15- and 
17-in. color monitor markets - specifically for 
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consumption in the desktop PC market - as 
the most profitable areas. Growth will remain 
in double figures (15.4%) through the year 
2002. 

The 15-in. monitor category (39.4 % share 
in 1996) is now nearly equal to the 14-in. 
monitor category (40.5% share) in the world
wide color desktop PC application. The 17-
in. category will actually experience the high-

est growth rate during the forecast period: unit 
consumption of 17-in. monitors is expected to 
reach nearly 22 million units in the year 2002 
at a growth rate of more than 18% . 

Regional consumption pattenlS are influ
enced by population size and education, eco
nomic development, installed PC equipment 
base, and availability of altemate technolo
gies. The 1996-2002 regional sales forecast 
of color desktop PC monitors shows substan
tial overall growth. Although North America 
and Europe are still expected to consume the 
majority of desktop PC monitors during the 
forecast period, the strongest growth rate for 
all monitors will occur in "other" regions out
side North America, Europe, and Japan (Fig. 
2). The growth rate through the year 2002 in 
the Far East is expected to be 13%, and the 
growth rate in the rest of the world will be 
18% during the same period. 

Demand for low-priced color monitors is 
growing rapidly in these developing regions, 
stimulating production within nations such as 
China and India. Most of the monitors cur
rently produced in these countries are being 
consumed internally. This makes tracking of 
actual consumption extremely difficult, partic
ularly in China, where information is not read
ily available. 

In regions of the Far East and the rest of the 
world where consumption is increasing, the 
current emphasis is on expanding the entry
level markets for 14- and 15-in. color moni
tors. In 1996, the 14-in. market in these 
regions will account for 71.2% of color desk
top PC monitor sales, nearly double the share 
that is expected for either the U.S. or Europe. 
By the year 2002, 15-in. monitors will have 
displaced 14-in. monitors and will account for 
approximately 75% of sales in the Far East 
and the rest of the world. 

Despite the strong growth rates in the Far 
East and the rest of the world, consumption of 
computer monitors in North America and 
Europe will represent the largest volume mar
kets throughout the forecast period. The 
European region can be divided into two dis
tinct markets. Much of the demand from 
West em Europe will be for larger-screen 
higher-resolution high-performance monitors. 
Demand for "ergonomic improvements" in 
Western Europe has driven many of the recent 
innovations in monitor design. Eastern 
Europe and the former Soviet Union, with 
their depressed economies, represent markets 



for low- and medium-resolution color mOili
tors (Fig. 3). 

The United States will continue to be the 
largest consumer of color desktop PC moni
tors ill North America. The 15- and 17-in. 
monitor markets are expected to be the largest 
growth areas as many users upgrade from 14-
in. models to take advantage of graphical 
environments such as Windows. Recent 14-
in. product shortages stimulated additional 
growth in larger-screen markets as systems 
manufacturers adapted their bundles to 
include larger-screen monitors. U.S. vendors, 
such as Dell, Compaq, and Gateway 2000, 
offer both 15- and 17-in. monitors as part of 
standard systems. 

Unit growth in the 20- and 21-in. color 
desktop PC monitor segments is not expected 
to match the explosive growth seen in dle IS
and 17-in. markets. The combination of phys
ical size and higher prices for 20- and 21-in. 
units limits customer demand despite the ben
efits inherent in a larger screen size. World
wide growth for 20-in.-and-larger color desk
top PC monitors will be moderate dlrough the 
year 2002, with a total unit share of around 
3% throughout the forecast period. 

In contrast to the desktop PC monitor seg
ment, dle workstation monitor market is dom
inated by dle larger-size monitors, particularly 
20-in. Trinitron-based models. Although they 
represent only a small fract ion of the entire 
computer monitor market, color workstation 
monitors have shown steady growdl through
out the 1990s, and a CAGR of 7% is forecast 
for 1996- 2002. 

The customer base for workstations is 
largely composed of users from computer
aided design/manufacturing/engineering 
(CAD/CAM/CAE) and computer-assisted 
software engineering (CASE) environments. 
Electronic publishing, business graphics, 
financial services, film/video editing, and 
office automation applications represent a 
much smaller portion of the workstation mar
ket. 

Several other important issues will face the 
monitor industry dlroughout the remainder of 
dle 1990s: 

Multimedia 
Universal Serial Bus 
Safety 
Power management 

Multimedia integrates text, graphics, sound, 
video, and animation within computer sys-

tems. After years of hype, multimedia appli
cations are finally taking off, and this segment 
is expected to experience significant growth in 
the next few years. Multimedia monitors do 
not currently represent a large portion of the 
total monitor market, although several compa
nies introduced them in 1996. Approximately 
5-10% of the monitors shipped in the U.S. in 
1996 were multimedia-capable; the trend is 
expected to grow as the technology becomes 
less expensive. 

The hot new feature for 1996 and 1997 is 
expected to be support for dle universal serial 
bus (USB) - a new enhanced-perfom1ance 
serial bus that permits peripherals to be 
"daisy-chained" to each other so d1at many 
peripherals can be attached to a single USB 
port on the system unit and operate simultane
ously. USB s upport involves having multiple 
ports on peripherals, device recognition, and 
linking capability. Several leading vendors 
have already incorporated this feature into 
their 1996 product offerings , and most of the 
Far Eastern firms are planning to introduce 
USB products in 1996 or 1997. Already sup
ported by over 300 different software and 
hardware vendors, USB is expected to fuel 
growth in PC-telephone integration, gaming, 
and multimedia by simplifying cmmectivity 
issues for users. 

In the 1980s, concern about low-level very
low-frequency (VLF) and extremely-low-fre
quency (ELF) electromagnetic e1nissions orig
inated in Scandinavian countries. The 
Swedish Department of Labor introduced a set 
of standards known as MPR-II which estab
lished guidelines for the measurement of elec
trostatic, magnetic, and electric field levels, 
and specified well-defined li1nits fo r emis
s ions. A more rigid standard was adopted by 
dle Swedish Tjanstemarmens Central Organi
zation (TCO) in 1991. The new standard 
tightened the measuring distance from 50 em 
all around the monitor to 30 em in front of the 
display and 50 em elsewhere. 

Today, all major monitor manufacturers 
offer displays that are MPR-II-certified. Man
ufacturers selling in the European market typi
cally offer TCO-compliant displays as well. 
Demand for TCO-compliant displays in the 
U.S. market has been minimal, and even 
within the European Community demand 
varies considerably from country to country. 
TCO is a standard requirement in Scandina
vian countries and Gennany, an increasingly 

popular option in England and France, and 
virtually unheard of in Italy. 

Sales of MPR-II-compliant displays have 
increased significantly in the past 3 years: 
more than two-d1irds of U.S. color desktop PC 
monitors sold in 1996 were MPR-II-compli
ant. The price premium associated with TCO 
compliance will inhibit sales of these units in 
ilie United States unless vendors are willing to 
absorb the added cost. 

Like many recent irmovations in the CRT 
monitor market, power management has now 
become standard on nearly all color desktop 
PC monitors. Most manufacturers who have 
implemented power-management solutions 
have far exceeded the U.S. Energy Star stan
dard and include a low-power state of 5 W or 
less to comply with the DPMS standard or 
even d1e more stringent Nutek standard. 

End users often overlook the recent 
improvement in CRT monitor teclmology 
because these developments occurred seam
lessly over a short period. Nonetheless, man
ufacturers and end users have their eyes 
focused on the coming flat-panel revolution, 
and it would certainly be hard to argue against 
a thilmer, lighter-weight product that offers 
more portability wiili silnilar perfom1ance. 
Today, 10- 16-in. color flat-panel displays for 
use as monitors are in demand, but their high 
prices - $2000-10,000 for a plug-and-play 
monitor - limit their use to special applica
tions . All major LCD makers and end users 
recognize the potential of these devices to 
replace the bulky desktop CRT monitor, but 
until dle prices come down for displays with 
an actual viewing screen size of 14- 15-in. , dle 
impact on the mainstream computer monitor 
market will be small. 

It is expected that the major impact of flat 
panels on the computer monitor market will 
not occur until the early 21st century. In the 
meantime, FPD technology developers will 
continue to follow developments in CRT 
monitors, which remains a continuously mov
ing target. • 
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Displaying the Network 

When your computer is a network, your display may be 
an intelligent modular tiling capable of displaying a 100-
million-pixel image rendered from network-transmitted data. 

by TakaHide Ohkami 

M ANY APPLICATIONS are now being 
developed to use the digital data that is 
increasingly available on computer networks 
that are becoming faster and faster. Many 
people share data for collaborative work, 
learning, or entertairunent, and display sys
tems are expected to play a vital role in the 
flex ible presentation of various forms of 
visual data in a collaborative environment. 

Although we have seen many innovations 
and improvements in display systems over the 
last few decades, they continue to be passive 
I/0 devices that are either controlled by com
puters or designed into consumer products as 
integral components . Advancing technology 
will soon make it feasible to build an intelli
gent display system with infonnation-process
ing capability: a system that will be able to 
provide new functionality, including support 
for a large number of pixels (10- 100 million) 
and network connectivity. Such a display 
should acquire first-class citizenship in a net
work environment, as opposed to the second
class status displays have today (Fig. I). 

TakaHide Ohkami is a Senior Research Sci
entist at the Mitsubishi Electric Research Lab
oratory, 201 Broad St., Cambridge, MA 
02139; telephone 617/621-7506;Jax: 
61 7/621-7550; e-mail: ohkami @ merl.com. 

Our research goal is to investigate the 
architecture for just such an intelligent display 
system, which we believe should be scalable 
with respect to the number of pixels and mod
ular for flexibility in system implementations. 

Groupware Applications 
As we have become increasingly sensitive to 
the importance of computer support for 
human collaboration, investigators in a new 
field called "computer-supported cooperative 
work" (CSCW) have begun to explore a vari
ety of groupware systems. Presentation of 
visual infonnation is a key to these systems. 

We are interested in display systems for 
groupware applications to help people work, 
learn, and play together. Since current display 
systems are designed mainly for personal use 
or for use by a very small group of people - in 
tenns of number of pixels - many current 
groupware applications are supported by a 

Data Sources 

collection of display systems. Some examples 
of these application areas are 

Video/TV studio 
Plant/traffic control center 
VLSI design room 
Automobile design room 

In these areas, people work together using a 
collection of diffe rent display systems, each 
dedicated to a pm1icular set of images. In the 
future, we expect to see applications such as a 
large-scale virtual-reality environment in 
which people collaborate with each other i.J1 
front of a wall-sized high-resolution tiled 
screen. 

This sort of collaborative application 
requires many more pixels than do applica
tions intended for use by a single person or a 
small group. ln addition, displays designed 
for these applications must accommodate di f
ferent types of visual data coming from multi
ple sources through the network. 

Intelligent Display System 

Dr. Ohkami thanks Laszlo Belady and Tohei 
Nitta for their support of this work, and 
William Freeman for his helpful commellfs. 
This article is based on "Modular Display: 

Computer Network 

An Approach to Intelligent Display Systems, " 
a paper presented at SID '96 in San Diego, 
Califo rnia. 
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Fig. 1: An imelligent display system with information-processing capability could provide sup
port fo r 10-100 million pixels on a tiled screen and provide network connecrivity. 
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Fig. 2: A display module would provide each 
componelll screen with a microprocessor for 
information processing and a frame mem01y 
for holding display data. 

Estimating Pixel Requil·ements 
If an asynchronous-transfer-mode (ATM) net
work is used exclusively to transmit visual 
data to a display system with a tiled screen, 
we can estimate the number of pixels required 
to present images rendered from the transmit
ted data. We have made such an estimate 
based on the fact that first-generation ATM 
networks have a bandwidth of 155 Mb/s, with 
future generations expected to operate at 622 
and then at 2488 Mb/s for transmission of raw 
pixel streams, NTSC and HDTV video 
streams, and graphics polygon streams. In our 
estimate, we assumed that each data stream is 
transmitted over the network in compressed 
form and that data streams of different types 
are compressed in different ways. Si11ce each 
data stream requires a fixed number of pixels 

sc Nl 

Module Interconnection 

Fig. 3: A possible structure for the modular 
display system connects the display modules 
(DMs) via the module interconnection net
work, which also connects a system control 
(SC), a global mem01y (G M), and a network 
intetface (Nl). 

for its image frames, we can compute how 
many data streams of each type can be trans
mitted at the san1e time over the network. We 
can then determine the total number of pixels 
required to display the image frames rendered 
from all these transmitted data streams. 

The detai ls of tltis calculation can be found 
in the paper presented at SID '96 on which 
this article is based. The calculation results in 
the number of pixels a display must have 
(with appropriate assumptions for frame rate) 
to render data streams of various types pump
ing through fi rst-, second-, and third-genera
tion A TM networks. These results are sum
marized in Table l. The maxinlUm pixel 
requirements are 9 .13, 36.51, and 146.03 
Mpixels for ATM bandwidths of 155,622, 
and 2488 Mb/s, respectively. 

Scalable Modular Architecture 
Most current displays support less than 6 mil 
Han pixels. To support more pixels, high-res
olution displays must be com1ected together 
for tiling because it is not feasible- either 
economically or technologically - to develop 
a single screen with that many pixels. 

We believe that the likely functional and 
pixel requirements of the growing groupware 
applications can be satisfied by ru1 intelligent 
display system, and we believe it will be viable 
to develop such a system by incorporating infor
mation-processing capability into the display. 

We characterize the intelligence of a dis-
play system with the following features: 

Supports 10- 100 million pixels. 
Uses a tiled screen of any size ru1d shape. 
Handles multiple data streams and 
stream types. 
Dynamically fonnats screen content. 
Connects to a network with a high-level 
data interface. 

These features are derived from the dis
play 's information-processing capability 
because 

Visual data must be dynamically routed 
to frame buffers. 
The system configuration has to be 
parameterized. 
Different data streams and stream types 
have to be handled in di fferent ways. 
The formatting of screen content should 
be independent of stream type. 
A network protocol has to be provided to 
process encoded data in real time. 

We could build such a system by attaching 
a number of traditional display mOititors to a 

2 IDJ 
(a) Bus (b) Mesh 

rr rr 
~ 1- r 

(c) Hypercube (d) Tree 

Fig. 4: The four possible types of networks 
for interconnecting the modules are (a) bus, 
(b) mesh, (c) hypercube, and (d) a binary tree 
with intemalnodes collapsed into leaf nodes. 

supercomputer with a network interface, but 
tltis approach is neither very scalable nor 
modular for different system configurations. 
Instead, we propose a scalable and modular 
approach - which we call "modular display" -
that uses display modules, each containing a 
microprocessor and a frame buffer for its own 
screen (Fig. 2). 

The proposed display system consists of a 
system control (SC), a global memory (GM), 
a network interface (NI), display modules 
(DMs), and a module interconnection network 
(Fig. 3). The global memory buffers data 
from the network and stores preprocessed 
data. The module interconnection network 
connects all the system components for com
munications and load balancing. Data stored 
in the global memory are distributed through 
the interco1mection network to the display 
modules for display. 

Inte1·connecting Display Modules 
One of the key issues in the proposed archi
tecture is the module interconnection network 
for data routing and load balancing. If we 
com1ected the global memory to each display 
module with a one-to-one link, we could use a 
powerful computer that perfonns all the oper
ations and sends the appropriate data to the 
display modules. This is the s upercomputer 
approach, which uses the interc01mection net
work to distribute data only. We want to dis
tribute operations as well. 

Raw RGB pixel images require no special 
operations. If they are compressed, operati ons 
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intelligent displays 

Table 1: Pixel Requirements (Mpixels) 

ATM Bandwidth (Mops) 

Data Stream Type 155 622 2488 

Raw RGB Pixels P., (C=l/1) 0.20 0.78 3.13 

Raw RGB Pixels P v (C= 1/40) 7.83 31.30 125.20 

Composite NTSC (NTSC l) P" 0.43 1.74 6.95 

Component NTSC (NTSC2) P" 0.23 0.90 3.61 

MPEG-2 Encoded HDTV P" 9. 13 36.51 146.03 

2-D Polygon Specs Pg (F= 10) 5.87 23.47 93.90 

2-D Polygon Specs Pg (F=30) 1.96 7.82 31.30 

CECompression rate, F-# frames/second 

Note. For a given available ATM bandwidth (in megabits per second, Mb/s), each type of data stream has a particular pixel 
requirement (in millions of pixels). This requirement is the number of pixels needed to display the images rendered from each data 
stream transmitted over the network. 

for decompression are required on the way. 
NTSC video stre<li11S require transfonnation 
operations from YIQ or YCrCb to RGB. HDTV 
video streams encoded by MPEG-2 require 
complicated l'vlPEG-2 decoding operatimlS. 
Graphics polygons need to be rasterized to pro
duce RGB pixels. In order to efficiently dis
tribute these operatiotlS over display modules, 
we need to find good parallel algoritlu11S that 
match the module interconnection network well. 

One of the challenges for good algorithms 
is where to generate pixels from encoded data. 
It will significantly affect the system's balanc
ing of loads because many operations to route 
the pixels generated from encoded data to the 
remote frame memories may consume system 
resources. What makes the problem harder is 
that some data-stream types - including 
graphics polygon streams and HDTV streams 
encoded with MPEG-2 - do not reveal the 
destinations of pixels without decoding. 

We have done a preliminary study to com
pare four types of interconnection networks: 
bus-based, mesh, hypercube, and tree net
works (Fig. 4). Here is a summary of the 
study's res ults: 

The bus-based network provides a very 
simple solution for general connectivity 
of a small number of display modules, 
but it docs not scale well with a large 
number of display modules because of 
the limited network bandwidth. 
The mesh network uses a fixed number 
of links and can balance loads well 
among neighboring modules, but cannot 
route data efficiently. 
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The hypercube network can route data 
and balance loads in a relatively efficient 
way, but requires many links for a large 
number of modules. 
The tree network requires fewer links but 
more steps in routing than the hypercube 
network. 

Since our preliminary results indicate no clear 
winner among these networks, further investi
gation is required. 

Other Technical Challenges 
There are several other important issues to be 
addressed for system implementations: 

A network protocol that can handle dif
ferent stream types in real time and con
trol different data sources connected to 
the computer network. 
A method for dynamically fonnatting 
images from multiple data streams and 
presenting them as specified by the user 
in a type-independent way. 
The organization of hardware and soft
ware for the display module, especially 
for flexible frame-buffer management. 
An application progranuning interface 
that would allow the convenient pro
gramming of a system for different appli
cations. 

Pt·ognosis 
Combining a display with a computer is not a 
new idea. What we are proposing here is not 
a traditional display system with its perfor
mance and flexibility improved by the inte
grated computer. Rather, we are proposing a 

display system with the new funct ions that 
will make it a first-class citizen in a network 
environment and will satisfy the requirements 
of collaborative groupware applications. 

Although cost-effective implementations of 
the modular display will requi re solutions fo r 
many teclmical issues, we hope this atticle 
will stimulate the research effmts needed to 
bring intelligent display systems closer to 
reality . These are the systems we need to sup
port a very large number of pixels. These sys
tems, which will be able to present images 
rendered from data transmitted over the high
speed computer network, will enhance the 
ability of human beings to work collabora
tively with many data sources - and, even 
more importantly, with each other. • 
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and 30% of the weight (8.8 lbs.). What's more, NEG's high The MultiSync LCD Series from NEG. The performance of 

resolutions, 1280 x 1024 and 1024 x 768, enable you to display a CRT monitor in a fitter, trimmer package. To learn more 

more information on screen at once. about either the MultiSync LCD200 or MultiSync LCD300 

The only analog LCD monitors on the market, both monitors, call 1-800-NEC-INFO. Or, to have information 

provide you with CRT-like color and compatibility. In fact, sent via fax, simply call 1-800-366-0476 and request 

each is capable of displaying over 16.7 million colors in catalog #1. SEE, HEAR AND FEEL THE DIFFERENCE.'" 

NEC 
I Visit our new web site at http:/ /www.nec.com I 

MultiSync is a registered trademark and LGD200, LGD300, and See, Hear and feel the Difference are trademarks of NEG Technologies, Inc. All other trademarks or registered trndomarks nro property r 
!heir respective owners. GSA #GSOOKG4AG5241PSOI. • 1996 NEG Technologies, Inc. Key #1414 · 
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Designing for Electromagnetic Compatibility 

The easiest way to suppress EM! is to design it out from the beginning, which may 
include using a conductive optical filter to block the EMf-transparent display opening. 

by Randal Barber, Gaylene Pryor, and Eric Reinheimer 

IN THE PAST, it was not unusual for compa
nies to select product components early in the 
design process and address the issue of elec
tromagnetic-interference (EM!) compliance 
just before production. Sometimes schedu les 
slipped and somet imes expensive redesigns 
were necessary. But in today's competitive 
marketplace, more companies are evaluating 
the EMI performance of components as an 
early and important selection criterion. 

Designing for e lectromagnetic compatibi l
ity (EM C) involves vendor selection based on 
EMC expertise as well as component selection 
based on low emissions. Companies have 
teamed it is a far better strategy to design 
electromagnetic compatibili ty in and remove 
what is utmecessary than to scramble to fix 
EMI problems at the end of a project. 

EMI has been an issue in all product cate
gories for many years, and continues to be. 
The European EMC Directi ve (89/336/EEC) 

Randal Barber is Vice Presidelll and Chief 
Technologist at Pane/view, Inc., 7870 S. W. 
Nimbus Ave., Beaverton, OR 97008; tele
phone 1-800-788-4088 or 503/643-93Jl;fax 
503/643-8923. Gaylene Ptyor is Pane/view's 
President. Eric Reinheimer is Technical 
Marketing Engineer at Technical Marketing 
Documems, 23025 N. W. Birch St., Hillsboro, 
OR 97 I 24; telephone 503/681-8146; fax: 
503/681-7940; e-mail: tmd1 0:24eleport.com. 
The authors thank William Kimmel of Kimmel 
Gerke Associates Limited and Roland 
Gubisch of lnchcape Testing Services for 
revie1v of the tecllllica/ EMC information and 
regulatory requirements. 
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went into effect in January 1996, so distribu
tors and customers now require the CE proof
of-compliance mark for electronic products 
sold in the 15-member European Union. In 
the Uni ted States, FCC EM! regulatory com
pliance remains a requirement for selling most 
electronic products. 

Thorough EMC testing is designed to keep 
noisy or susceptible instruments out of real
world systems, where consequences can range 
from process failures to personal injuries. 

T he Display Challenge 
High-information-content (HI C) displays are 
inherently high-frequency components. 
Today's VGA displays typically req uire data 
and clock signals between 12 and 30 MHz. 
Higher-resolution displays require faster - and 
therefore noisier - video s ignals. Cabling 
these s ignals to the display without radiating 
EMI requires some planning. 

Most instruments use a conductive enclo
s ure - a Faraday cage - to block electromag-

netic emissions from leaving or entering the 
product. The display, of course, requires an 
opening in the Faraday cage - an opening that 
usually causes more EMC problems than 
emissions from the display itself. The prob
lem is that circuitry behind the display radi
ates EMI that escapes through the display 
opening. In general, commercial displays are 
well designed, and do not themselves generate 
excessive EMI. 

Conductive optical filters that transmit vis i
ble light and block radiated EMI are available 
to sea l the display opening, but these fil ters 
must be properly attached to the enclosure. 
This is particularly important because long 
narrow gaps between the conductive case and 
the conductive optical filter can form slot 
antennas that radiate EMI. 

Displays have specia l requirements, such as 
impact protection and contrast enhancement -
or contrast preservation. Front-surface reflec
tion must be managed for the best display 
image. The best conductive optical-filter sys-

Individual Ferrite Bead Source 

Board-Mount Common Mode \ r ~:~:::~Lion 
Cable Choke ------~ \ 

113~1 ~~~. ~<]-
Video Output Driver 

Fig. 1: Source-terminating resistors, individual ferrite beads, and common-mode cable chokes 
are all importantteclllliquesfor suppressing electromagnetic intetference (EM!). 
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What Is an 
Ohm/Square? 

Conductive thin-film coatings are 
characterized by their sheet resis
tance, measured in ohms per square 
(Q/0 or Q{sq. or ohm/sq.) with a 
special-for-the-purpose four-point 
probe that establishes a current 
flow through the thin film between 
the outer two points of the probe 
and measures the voltage drop 
between the inner two points. 
Manufacturers specify the sheet 
res istance of their thin films as 
being less than or equal to a partic
ular Q{O value, so it is important 
to determine the actual sheet resis
tance of tested filters. 

tems are designed with a thorough under
standing of the tradeoffs between display 
viewability and EMI attenuation. 

Controlling Video EMI 
Controlling the rise times of data and clock 
signals are important elements in designing 
for electromagnetic compatibility. Individual 
ferrite beads placed in series with the video
signal source will keep high-frequency single
source (differential-mode) noise off the cable 
and reduce radiated EMJ (Fig. 1). Designers 
should choose a minimal value for the ferrite 
beads. 

As usual, there's a tradeoff: video-bandwidth 
requirements limit rise-time reduction. If dur
ing EMI testing the beads prove mmecessary, 
they can be replaced with zero-ohm resistors. 

A board-mount or free-mount cable choke 
is used to eliminate common-mode EMI. The 
board-mount cable choke has better shock and 
vibration characteristics. The choke should be 
located near the cable exit, and all signal 
traces - including grounds and any cable 
shield - should pass through this inductor. 

Cables can act like antennas unless they are 
properly terminated. Most displays do not ter
minate the signals at the display end of the 
video cable, so the user should source-termi
nate video s ignals on longer cables. Placing a 
series resistor equivalent to the characteristic 
impedance of the cable at the output of the 

EN!i50 22 <..1an U Rndia t ed S l'lr..cifiC'rUiou U.mh (3 ru~kr) 
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Fig. 2: (a) A frequency scan of an EM! source behind a non-conductive optical fi lter shows 
substalltial/y more EM/ than (b) a scan with a 15-Q/0 conductive optical filter. 

video driver will minimize high-frequency 
ringing on the cable. Video signals on the dis
play cable should be source-terminated, but 
not grounds. 

Cable routing can adversely affect radiated 
and conducted emissions. Designers should 
avoid running the video cable next to other 
cables, especially backl ight inverter cables. 
Video noise can be induced in adjacent cables 
or adjacent cables can transfer noise to the 
video cable. Designers should also avoid run
ning the video cable next to the enclosure to 
ensure that noise from the video cable is not 
coupled to the enclosure. 

Keep t11e video cable as short as possible. 
Longer cables radiate noise, degrade video 
signals, and are more in need of proper termi
nation. Low-voltage differential s ignal 
(L VDS) inputs are now available with some 
displays. L VDS inputs preserve the integrity 

of video signals over longer cables and reduce 
EMI emissions. 

In single-enclosure systems, the video cable 
is usually unshielded unless testing reveals 
cable radiation is a major source of noise. But 
if the video driver and the display are in dif
fe rent enclosures, the connecti11g cable must 
be shielded. Then, the shield is typically con
nected to chassis ground on both enclosures. 
In cases where the cable between the enclo
sures is extremely long - more than 100 ft. -
an ac (capacitor-coupled) ground connection 
is used to eliminate low-frequency ground 
loops. 

Signal ground should connect to the enclo
sure (chassis ground) at only one point to min
imize ground loops. Some display manufac
turers connect signal ground to the display 
mounting frame. This can i.ntroduce noisy 
ground loops best eliminated by insulating 
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emiSSions 

Wire Mesh, Sliver, and ITO Shielding Compared to an 
Opaque Aluminum Plate 
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Fig. 3: These plots show the attenuation (in dB) f or each conductive fi lter tested relative to a 
non-conductive fi lter. The plot fo r the aluminum plate shows the maximum possible attenuation 
that can be achieved by a conductive optical filter. 

the display from the conductive enclosure. 
Indeed, insulating the display mounting frame 
from chassis ground often reduces high
frequency noise, regardless of the display 
manufacturer 's de frame grounding. 

Shielding the Display Opening 
To seal the display opening against EM!, one 
can use conductive optical filters incorporat
ing metallic materials such as indium tin 
oxide (ITO), thin silver, thin gold, or wire
mesh screening. But these should be avoided 
if possible, as they add cost and reduce the 
light output from the display. 

Adding conductivity to an optical filter 
adds glare (surface reflections) and further 
reduces light transmission. The indices of 
refraction of ITO, thin silver, and thin gold are 
not well matched to the index of refraction of 
air, so display contrast is compromised by 
reflections at the air interface. Index-match
ing coatings can be applied over ITO, silver, 
and gold to improve contrast, and conductive 
wire mesh can be blackened to reduce reflec
tions. 

Because conductive films are applied to the 
display side of the filter, front-surface hard
coats, anti-reflection treatments, and impact 
protection are unaffected. Adding a conduc-

European 
Regulatory 

Requirements and 
Organizations 

CE mark: A label that warrants 
the product meets all applicable 
European regulatory requirements, 
including the EMC directive, for 
the country in which the product is 
sold. 
CENELEC: European standards 
association that ratifies specifica
tions for EMC directive compli
ance. In general, these specifica
tions harmonize with pre-existing 
CISPR and IEC specifications. 
EN55022 Class A: The CEN
ELEC specifications for electro
magneti c emissions b ased on 
CISPR 22. They apply to equip
ment not connected to an ac mains 
branch that also serves residential 
tmits. 
EN55022 Class B: The CEN
ELEC specifications for electro
magneti c emissions b ased on 
CISPR 22. They apply to residen
tial equipment and are more strin
gent than EN55022 Class A. 

tive fi lm to an optical fil ter is like purchasing 
an accessory. The front surface, material, and An internal metal EM! shield behind the 

display can often substitute for a more expen
sive conductive optical filter. If the thermal 
requirements of the display and the product 
footprint allow, it is wise to design in an inter
nal EMI shield to suppress non-display emis
sions. 

Light Transmission vs EMI Attenuation at 150 MHz 

Choosing a Conductive Optical Filter 
If a conductive optical filter is required, its 
optical characteristics should be balanced 
against the required EM! attenuation. The 
light transmission of an optical filter is always 
reduced by an EM! shield, which may 
increase the contrast ratio. If a display has 
sufficient brightness, increased contrast is 
desirable. If, on the other hand, a display 
already has good inherent contrast, a shield 
with the minimum conductivity (and maxi
mum light transmission) should be specified. 
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Fig. 4: Choosing the best conductive optical filter f or an application involves balancing EM! 
attenuation requirements with the optical pe1jormance of the filter. 



More European 
Regulatory 

Requirements 
CISPR 22: ITE (Information 
Technology Equipment), the com
puting-equipment emissions stan
dard. 
CISPR 11: ISM (Industrial, Scien
tific, Medical) emissions standard. 
IEC 601-1: Incorporates CISPR 
11 immunity and safety standards 
for electromedical devices. 
IEC 601-2: The expansion of IEC 
601-1 which specifies standards for 
specific medical equipment. 

IEC 801-2 EMI Immunity (con
ducted ESD) 
IEC 801-3 EMI Immunity (radi
ated) 
IEC 801-4 EMI Immunity (fast 
transients) 
IEC 801 -5 (DRAFT) EMI 
Immunity (surge voltages) 

MDD 93/42/EEC: The European 
Medical Device Directive present
ing medical-equipment guidelines 
were effective in January 1995 and 
will be mandatory in June 1998. 

thickness of the filter are unaffected, and the 
proper conductivity - and consequent light 
loss - can be specified without affecting the 
mechanical design of the system. 

Wire-mesh EMI filters - which use a metal 
screen sandwiched between two panels - pro
vide the best EMI attenuation available, but 
they have much more impact on optical per
formance than other approaches. About 25 % 
of the light emitted by a display is lost to a 
mesh filter, and these fi lters produce moire 
interference patterns when matrix (flat-panel) 
displays are placed behind them. However, 
these moire patterns can be minimized by 
rotating the mesh to an optimal angle. 
Designers should consider the relationship of 
pixel size to mesh opening size when evaluat
ing wire-mesh filters. Choosing the best con
ductive optical filter involves selecting a 
knowledgeable vendor who can supply a vari
ety of conductive optical filters and then fmd
ing the best balance between EMI attenuation 
and optical performance during EMI testing. 

Copper foil 
(only I of 4 shown) 

Rear surface of the 
Optical EMI Filter 
coated with ITO 

Fig. 5: Installing a conductive optical filter. 

Evaluating EMI Attenuation 
We have tested a variety of conductive optical 
filters (and other materials) by placing a bat
tery-powered EMI source inside an aluminum 
enclosure with a display-sized opening. The 
opening was filled with plates of various 
materials; first , with a non-conductive acrylic 
filter, then with an opaque aluminum plate, 
and then with a variety of conductive optical 
ftlters. EMI gaskets were used to block 
potential slot antennas around the perimeter of 
each filter. Emissions between 30 and 5000 
MHz were measured at a qualified EMI test 
site. An EMI scan with a non-conductive 
optical filter [Fig. 2(a)] shows substantially 
more EMI than a scan with a 15-.Q/0 conduc
tive optical filter [Fig. 2(b)]. 

For each conductive filter we tested, we 
calculated the attenuation in decibels (dB) at 
each frequency as the dB V /m field strength 
of the unit with the conductive filter minus the 
dB V/m field strength with the non-conduc
tive filter (Fig. 3). The general roll-off in 
attenuation at 600 MHz shows there are EMI 
factors - enclosure failure- in this system 
unrelated to shielding the display opening. 
So, in this system, emissions reductions above 
600 MHz are best achieved by elimjnating 
their source or by enclosure redesign. 

The aluminum-plate scan shows the maxi
mum reduction in EM! emissions that can be 

Plastic enclosure 
coated with 
conductive paint 

obtained by adding a conductive optical filter. 
EMC engineers commonly run this test to 
determine whether adding any sort of conduc
tive optical filter will reduce emissions to an 
acceptable level. 

Many of the EMI problems solved by con
ductive optical ftlters are spikes in the 80-
150-MHz range. In this range, the shielding 
effectiveness of ITO, thin silver, and wire 
mesh are closer than they are at higher fre
quencies. Choosing the best conductive opti
cal filter involves balancing EMI attenuation 
requirements with the optical performance of 
the filter (Fig. 4). 

Readers who would like a very quick 
refresher course in practical dB interpretation 
can refer to Table 1. 

Making the Connection 
Conductive optical filters only attenuate EMI 
when properly connected to a conductive 
enclosure. Long thin openings between the 
filter and the enclosure must be avoided: these 
gaps act as slot antetmas and radiate EMI. 
PeriodicaUy bridging the gap with copper
beryllium fmger stock wi ll eliminate slot 
antennas, or the opening can be completely 
sealed with a conductive material. Com
pletely sealing the opening not only keeps 
EMI from exiting the enclosure, it also keeps 
dust and moisture from entering. 
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emissions 

U.S. Regulatory 
Requirements 

FCC Class A: FCC Class-A com
pliance is required on equipment 
designed for office and industrial 
use. Medical devices are exempt 
from thls requirement. 
FCC Class B: A more stringent 
emissions requirement than FCC 
Class A, it requires labeling on 
equipment designed for home use. 
Medical devices are exempt from 
thls requirement. 
Mil-STD-461D: Required forcer
tain military applications, it con
tains both emissions and immunity 
limits. Emissions limits more 
stringent than FCC B. Some com
mercial U.S. companies have 
adopted this as an internal stan
dard. 
MDS-201 -0004: A suggested 
safety and EMC standard for U.S . 
medical devices published by the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administra
tion's Center for Devices and Radi
ological Health (FDA CDRH) in 
1979. 
UL1950: Electrical safety standard 
for computing devices. 
UL2601: Electrical safety standard 
for medical and dental equipment, 
replacing UL544. 

When a conductive optical filter is 
installed, conductive thin films like ITO and 
thin silver are applied to the rear- the display 
s ide - of the optical fi lter (Fig. 5). The con
ducti ve rear surface of the filter is connected 
to the conductive paint by copper foi l backed 

Table 1: Attenuation in dB vs. 
Percent Reduction 

dB % R eduction 

-6 50 

-20 90 

-30 97 

dBIJ Y/m = 20 log(Y011t/Y;11) !JV/m 
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Conductive adhesive with 
release liner on front surface 
(only I of 4 strips shown) ------'=-- -:: 

Machined step around the 
perimeter of the fi lter 

Compressible foam 
(only I of 4 strips 
shown) 

Copper foi l wraps 
arow1d the edge and 
connects to the 
index matched ITO 
on therear of the 
filter 

Fig. 6: This conductive optical fi lter is fully prepared for n.early drop-in installation. The sys
tem manufar turPr dP.ririPrl To Transfer as m11ch of The assembly to the filTer vendor as possible. 

with a conducti ve adhesive. A bracket with 
compressible foam (not shown) secures the 
ft.lter in the opening. 

It is possible to design a f ilter that quickly 
and easily drops into an ins trument (Fig. 6). 
In this case, the manufacturer decided to 
transfer as much of the assembly to the fil ter 
vendor as possib le. The conductive optical 
filter pictured in the figure has a machined 
step around the perimeter. The height of the 
step matches the thickness of the enclosure 
wall so that the front surface of the installed 
fi lter is flush with the front o f the enclosure. 
Copper tape with conductive adhesive is 
attached to the ITO on the rear of the filter , 
wraps around the edge, and f ills the step. 
When the step is pressed agains t the enclo
sure, the copper tape cormects the ITO on the 
rear o f the filter to the conductive enclosure. 

The mechanical connection to the ITO does 
not rely on the conductive adhesive. Strips of 
soft foam, i.e., foam with low durometer read
ings - are applied to the rear perimeter o f the 
filter. A bracket, which is not shown in the 
fig ure, presses against the rear of the fil ter, 
compresses the foam, and ho lds the conduc
tive optica l filter in contact with the conduc
tive chassis. 

The display does not contact the fi lter. If it 
did , the shock and vibration specifications of 

the display would be reduced in proportion to 
the force compressing the low-durometer 
foam. Contact between filter and display 
might also produce Newton's rings, which 
could seriously degrade display usability. 

Summary 
1. We strongly recommend that companies 

with new products plan for electromagnetic 
compatibility. It is more effective to remove 
EMC components during testing and/or subse
quent cos t reduction tha11 to delay product in
troductions while redesig ning for compliance. 

2. Display systems util ize high-speed video 
s ig nals, so proper cabling is requi red to con
trol EMJ. Most display-related EMC prob
lems are caused by noise entering or escaping 
throug h the display opening. 

3. Cormecting an optical EMI ftlter to a 
conductive enclosure requires good mechani
cal design. 

4. ITO, thin silver, thin gold, and wire
mesh optical EMI fil ters are available to 
shield display openings in conducti ve enclo
sures. Since all conductive optical filters 
reduce light transmission, specifying the mini
mum conductivity and the optimum anti-g lare 
treatment will yield the best optical perfor

mance. • 



UNIFORM 
LIGHTING 

Uniformity better 
than 90%. COMPATIBILITY 

Compatible with existing inverter 
and dimming circuit. 

Brightness exceeding 10,000 fL 
(34,000 Cd/ M2) is typical with a 

Thomas Flat-Lamp. 

D 
COMPACT AND RUGGED

RESISTANT TO 
SHOCK AND VIBRATION 

Thomas Flat-Lamps employ 
a ceramic sealed to a 

glass plate to form a solid 
lamp body. 

Flat surfaces provide good 
thermal contact and large 
contact area between the 
lamp body and heaters or 

CERAMIC IS DYNAMIC 
Thermal expansion coeffi
cient (TEC) of the ceramic 
substrate matches that of 

the glass faleplate. The 
mechanical strength of 

ceramic substrates is greater 
than that of soft glass 

allowing minimum thickness. 

heat sinks. 

FROM UNDER 1" 
TO OVER 12.1" 

Available in many 
sizes. For larger displays, 
lamp substrate can be 

tiled into arrays. 

IDEAL FOR MILITARY, 
AVIONIC, AND VEHICLE APPLICATIONS 

For many areas of LCD backlighting 
from military to commercial applications, 

Thomas Flat-Lamps bring full sunlight 
readability to your LCD's. 

~THIN IS IN 
~ Thomas 

YOU'LL LOVE OUR 
BACKSIDE 

Flat -Lamps are typi
cally 0.25" thick. 

Electrodes placed in 
ceramic ports on backside 
of ceramic plate maximize 
effect ive illumination area 

STRONG SUPPORTING RIBS 
Thickness of barrier ribs is 0.25" -
0.30". Width of non-illumination 
area at the edge is 0.05". The 

strength of cernmic makes such 
compact geometry possible. 

in minimal volume. 

Lamps with specific size, phosphor 
and cathodes can be made to meet 
a wide range of engineering require-

ments. Additional options include 
thin film heater coating, laminated 

diffuser, EMI shielding, potted leads 
and connectors, and bonded heat 

sink and mounting flanges. 

LONG LIFE 
Life expectancy is ..,.~ill:>'' 

more than 
20,000 hours. 

HOT AND COLD 
RUNNING CATHODES 

;------ Hot Cathodes are typical in larger lamps 
for lower operating voltages. Cold Cathodes 

are typical in smaller lamps, offering 
extremely long life. 

NO NEED FOR 
BULKY OPTICS 
Discharge flows 
across entire 

lamp face reduc-
ing need for light 

.............. diffusing and eliminat
ing bulky reflector plate. 

COST 
EFFECTIVENESS 

Soft (pre-fired) 
ceramic machin
ing is a fast and 

economical 
method of fabri

cation. 

FOR LCD BACKLIGHTING, THOMAS FLAT~LAMPS® 
OFFER MANY UNIQUE ADVANTAGES 

Thomas Flat-Lamp's unique thin ceramic 
lamp body eliminates problems associ

ated with other LCD backlights. 

The ceramic substrate can be rapidly 
fabricated using conventional machine 
tools with precision tolerance. Tooling 

and set-up costs are minimal. Thomas 

Flat-Lamps provide better uni formity 
due to compact spacing between adja
cent discharge channels. Discharge length 

and unique HG vapor control feature 
guarantee high luminous efficiency. 

Non-useful area is min imized, espe

cially at the borders for an ultra com
pact design. But, while revolutionary in 
structure, Thomas Flat-Lamps employ 

conventional cathodes, phosphors, and 

protective coatings successfully proven 
in t he lamp industry over many years. 

You won't need to change your opera-

tiona I voltages or currents to enjoy the bene

fits of Thomas' Flat-Lamp technology. We 

offer the same cathodes {hot or cold) and 
t he same discharge parameters you are 
using with conventional tubular lamps. 

For complete details on Thomas Flat-Lamps 

and other Thomas products, contact Thomas 
Electronics, Inc., I 00 Riverview Drive, Wayne, N I 
07470. Tel: (201) (f)6 - 5200, Fax: (201 ) (f)6 - 8298, 

or Internet: www.thomaselectronics.com 

THOMAS FLAT-LAMPS BACKLIGHTS TO THE FUTURE 

THOMAS ELECTRONICS 
Circle no. 17 



Time-Manipulated 3-D Video 

A high-quality 3-D display developed at Cambridge University 
uses a CRT- and no glasses, lenticular screen, or head-tracking. 

by A . R. L. Travis, S. R. Lang, J. R. Moore, and N . A. Dodgson 

T.UE THREE-DIMENSIONAL (3-D) images -
such as those encapsulated in a hologram -
can be pixelated by making multiple two
dimens ional (2-D) perspective views of the 
3-D image. In principle, the number of views 
required is approximately the field of view (in 
radians) times the depth of field (in pixels) . In 
practice, however, one view per degree seems 
to satisfy the human eye. Nonetheless, the 
extra dimension requires a 3-D image to have 
an order of magnitude more pixels than a 2-D 
image. 

Three-dimensional images can be projected 
by lenticular displays and holograms. Both 
approaches provide extra pixelation through 
high resolution - the former with subpixels 
beneath each microlens and the latter with 
pixelation fine enough to form diffraction 
gratings. Lenticular displays require that each 
lenslet and its subpixels be precisely aligned. 
Such precision is difficult with scanning dis
plays such as CRTs because the alignment 
cannot be fixed. Matrix displays can be glued 
to the rear of a lenslet array, but the yield of 

A. R. L. Travis is with the Department of 
Engineering, Cambridge University, Trump
ingron St., Cambridge, CB2 JPZ, U.K.; tele
phone + 44-1223-332735;/ax: + 44-1223-
332662; e-mail: arlt@eng.cam.ac.uk. S. R. 
Lang, J. R. Moore, and N. A. Dodgson are 
with Cambridge Computer Laboratory, New 
Museums Site, Pembroke St., Cambridge, CB2 
3QG, U.K.; telephone +44-1223-334656; 
fax -4678. This article is based on "Time
Multiplexed Three-Dimensional Video Dis
play, "an invited paper the authors delivered 
at SID '95 in Orlando, Florida. 
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matrix displays falls with increasing resolu
tion, which makes them prohibitively expen
sive for high-resolution 3-D. Another prob
lem, as far as R&D applications are con
cemed, is that because the pixelation of a 
matrix display is fixed one cannot experiment 
with different pixelations as one can with a 
CRT. 

Since precise alignment is not necessary to 
display holograms, scanning displays can be 
used. But the resolution required to create a 
diffraction grating is very high, so high that a 
supercomputer is needed to drive such dis
plays. 

Lenticular displays and holograms provide 
the extra pixelation of a 3-D image by having 
higher resolution than a 2-D display. An 
altemative is to use a higher frame rate. With 
this approach, a 2-D display is made visible to 
a single direction at a time, and a single view 
is made visible to each direction. If this pro
cess is repeated sufficiently quickly, the 
whole seems continuous to the human eye 
(Fig. 1). 

The advantage of this approach is that 
increasing frame rate is sometimes easier than 
increasing resolution. This is true because the 
chance of failure rises with the number of 
components. Therefore, the manufacturing 
yield of conventional matrix displays is lower 
than that of CRTs, and the manufacturing 
yield of high-resolution matrix displays is 
lower tl1an that of conventional matrix dis
plays. But if a high-frame-rate display is to be 
used, a method of making the display visible 
from a single direction is necessary. 

With liquid-crystal displays (LCDs) this is 
simple: one merely shines parallel rays of 
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light through the display. And liquid-crystal 
(LC) materials tllat switch at the necessary 
frame rates do exist, but they require a nar
rower cell gap than is provided in conven
tional LCD production lines. It has been hard 
enough to get useful yields even on conven
tional production lines; commissioning a new 
line for a device without a demonstrable mar
ket is out of the question. 

One solution is to track the head movement 
of the viewer so that only two views are 
needed - or, for several viewers, two views 
each. The frame rate need now only be dou
ble that for a 2-D display - or be multiplied by 
twice the number of viewers for a multi
viewer display. But one is now hostage to the 
vagaries of human inconsistency. Moderately 
reliable head-tracking devices have been 
demonstrated, but a fa il-safe head-tracking 
device presents a substantial challenge. 

One of the few display technologies that is 
cheap and also has a high frame rate is the 
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Fig. 1: A 2-D display synthesizes a 3-D 
image by presenting successive views of the 
original, each to a different zone. 



CRT. What is less obvious is how one can 
make a CRT visible from only a single direc
tion because CRTs are emissive and optically 
incoherent. The technique we are using at 
Cambridge University is to spatially filter the 
optical Fourier transform of the CRT image. 

Optical Fourier Transforms 
In its most popular form, a Fourier transform 
converts time to frequency and vice versa. An 
optical Fourier transform converts position to 
spatial frequency. It transpires that the com
plex amplitude of light in one focal plane of a 
lens is the optical Fourier transform of the 
complex amplitude of light in the other focal 
plane. This is demonstrated by the way a lens 
treats light coming from a single position iJ1 
its focal plane (Fig. 2). 

A spot source of light in one focal plane of 
a lens is collimated into parallel wavefronts. 
If the instantaneous amplitude of these wave
fronts is plotted as they intersect the other 
focal plane, one records a s inusoid of ampli
tude. The more acute the angle at which the 
wavefronts cross the second focal plane, the 
higher the spatial frequency at the intersec
tion. The lens therefore converts the position 
of light in one focal plane to the spatial fre
quency of light in the other. 

It is a property of Fourier transforms that if 
one takes the transform of a function twice in 
succession, the negative of the original func
tion results. The same holds true with optical 
Fourier transforms. If one passes an image 
through two lenses in succession, one has 
taken its optical Fourier transform twice over. 
The image therefore reappears in the second 
focal plane of the second lens, but upside 
down (Fig. 3). The advantage of this proce-

X 

Fig. 2: A lens performs an optical Fourier 
transform by converting the position of light 
in one focal plane to spatial frequency in the 
other. 
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Fig. 3: Two Lenses execute two optical 
Fourier transforms, which produce an upside-
down image of the CRT. A slit in the Fourier 
plane restricts the image'sfield of view. 

dure is that it is now possible to filter tl1e 
Fourier transform of the image. 

The Founer transform of the Image lies m 
the focal plane shared by the two lenses. If a 
slit is placed in tlus Fourier plane, rays of light 
still get through to reconstitute the image in 
the spatial plane. But because position in the 
Fourier plane transforms to direction in the 
focal plane, the rays all leave Ll1e ~y~lt:m trav
eling in the same direction. It follows that the 
image in the fmal focal plane can be seen 
from only one direction. 

The Optical System 
The 3-D display developed at Cambridge 
comprises a pair of lenses, a CRT, and an LC 
shutter (Fig. 4). It turns out to be both unnec
essary and inconveniently bulky to have a 
conventional optical Fourier system. Instead, 
the conventional layout is modified in two 
ways: 

The CRT is moved backwards by a dis
tance equal to one focal length. The 
advantage of this is that the image of the 
CRT is now adjacent to the second lens, 
which consequently needs to be no big
ger than the CRT image. 
The LC shutter is moved backwards, also 
by a distance of one focal length. An 
image of the LC shutter is now formed 
where a third lens would go if we were to 
have a third optical Fourier transform. In 
fact, it is the viewer's head that goes 
here. The second modification ensures 
that each of the viewer's eyes sees a siJ1-
gle complete view. This is not a particu
larly important refinement, but without it 
the eye may see a composition of differ
ent views, with slight discontinuities aris-

Fig. 4: The 3-D display comprises a CRT, a 
pair of lenses, and an LC shutter. 

ing at t11e borders within tl1e composi
tion. Otherwise, tl1e discontinuities are 
elinllnated by providing more views, 
which is desirable because the composi
tions are inherent to the formation of a 
true 3-D image. 

Why Bother? 
The advantage of using a CRT with time
sequential views is that the display is com
pletely flexible. Both the CRT and the scan
ning shutter are reset by synchronization 
pulses, so any number of views of any pixela
tion within the limits of the display can be 
chosen simply by altering the position of the 
synchronization pulses. We have demon
strated television resolution, and we have 
screened images comprising up to 16 views. 
In addition, the interface is flexible. A con
ventional frame store designed for a high-res
olution CRT display can be adapted to a 3-D 
display simply by making it emit an extra syn
chronization pulse to control the shutter. 

A final degree of flexibility is provided by 
the system optics used to control view direc
tion. Different fields of view or screen sizes 
can be set up simply by shifting the position 
of the lenses in tl1e display or by swapping the 
second lens for a different Fresnel lens. 

The combination of a CRT and Fourier 
optics is fundamentally robust. The optical 
system can be assembled with none of the pre
cision that is required to colliJnate light on a 
pixel-by-pixel basis . Furthermore, each of the 
display elements is robust. That this is so for 
CRTs and lenses is well known, but the LC 
shutter also has good resistance to shock. 
Versions of this display have been flown to a 
variety of destinations without mishap. 
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The fastest convergence gauge in the East, 
West, North or South is also the most accurate. 

CG-1 GAUGE fEATURES: The new CC-I convergence 
gauge measures dot, stripe 
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Precision Performance, 

Proven Reliability, 

Consistent Quality. 

1ST CRTs perform to 
the highest standards 
in a diverse range of 
customer applications. 

IST color film recording 
CRTs play a key role in 
the motion picture film 
industry-bringing 
stattling special effects 
to the movie screen. 

And our CRTs are 
specified for demanding 
display applications in 
military aircraft, militaty 
track vehicles and 
commercial avionics. 

From sizes as small as 
1/2 inch to as large as 
10 inches, IST can 
custom design a CRT 
that will meet your high 
performance require-
ments, whed1er for 
photographic, printing, 
medical, avionics, or 
archival needs. 

Just give us a call: 
(607) 796-4350 

or write: 
1ST 
Electro-Optical 
Department 
300 Westinghouse Circle 
Horseheads, NY 
14845-2299. 

Imaging and Sens ing 
Technology Corporat ion 
300 Westinghouse Circle 
Horseheads, NY 14845-2299 
Fax, 607-796-4490 
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3-D 

The remarkably high frame rate available 
with a CRT is particularly useful. It is possi
ble to display a sufficient number of views to 
different positions so that there is no need to 
track the positions of viewers' heads in the 
room. This eliminates occasional hiccups in 
viewing. Of course, it is also possible to 
experiment with head-tracking systems if one 
wishes to do so. 

The quality of the display's image is good 
because the whole image is processed by the 
lenses, which eliminates the striation or clutter 
associated with lenticular screens or grids. 
The display does not present any of the cues 
that might remind viewers that - whatever the 
quality of the 3-D image - it is being pre
sented on a 2-D screen. 

Conclusions 
We have developed a 3-D video display at 
Cambridge University that uses an inherently 
flexible and robust technique to produce a 3-D 
image of particularly good quality. The dis
play is intended as a research-and-develop
ment testbed, and we believe it will make 
progress considerably more rapid for those 
experimenting with 3-D systems. • 
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and 
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Canon Describes Thin-Film Electron
Emitting Structure at EuroDisplay 

Thin-film emitters, polymer conductors, and advances in reflective 
color displays were part of the news at Europe s premier display event. 

by Ken Werner 

E THE FLRST TlME, the International Dis
play Research Conference (IDRC) - referred 
to as EuroDisplay when it is held in Europe 
every third year - was combined with a major 
trade show, the annual UK-based Electronic 
Information Displays (EID). The joint event, 
held September 30 - October 3, 1996, at the 
Metropole Hotel and Conference Centre in 
Binningham, England, featured a solid techni
cal program, a lively trade show, and a better
than-anticipated attendance. 

EuroDisplay registration was 518, well over 
the anticipated 400 plus . Traffic through the 
trade show was estimated at over 400 per day, 
and most exhibitors pronounced themselves 
highly satisfied. (For a full report on EID, see 
Bryan Norris 's article in next month's /D.) 
And attendance at the International Active 
Matrix Workshop that kicked off the program 
on September 30 was close to 200. 

The Workshop, which featured a high pro
portion of tutorial presentations and empha
sized participant interaction, opened with a 
paper from D. B. Meakin and his associates 
[Applied Komatsu Technology (AKT), Kobe, 
Japan]. Meakin said that all of the technologi
cal pieces for AMLCD design and manufac
turing are in place. The challenge is to make 
the business profitable. He noted that the sale 
ofTFf-LCD panels has risen to about 8.5 
million units in 1995, and was projected to 
rise to 14.4 million in 1996, 21.2 million in 
1997,29 million in 1998, 40 million in 1999, 
and 56 million in 2000. 

Ken Wemer is the Editor ojlnformation Dis
play Magazine. 
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"With second-generation lines," said 
Meakin, "industry achieved occasional prof
itability and began to show its potential." The 
significant advance, in addition to substrate 
size, is the change from in-line to single-sub
strate process equipment. Meakin concluded 
with four points: 

We need simplified device architecture 
to reduce costs. 
We need better throughput and process 
control. Specifically, more precise etch
ing would permit thinner a-Si layers and 
faster process time. 
The TFI'-LCD business is growing 
rapidly. 
Profitable business conditions can be 
achieved now, with the desktop business 
being very important to attaining this goal. 

In answering a question from the floor, 
Meakin said that AKT is currently recom
mending the optinuzation of tllird-generation 
lines rather than tl1e early development of 
fourth-generation lines. He noted there is talk 
in tl1e industry of standardizing on fourth-gen
eration glass sizes of up to 1 m square. 

In "The Status of AMLCDs Using Two 
Tenninal Devices," S. J. Battersby (Philips 
Research Labs) said that both SiN. thin-film 
diodes (TFDs) and Ta20 5 metal-insulator
metal devices (MIMs) have adequate ON
OFF states. MIMs can be made with a two
mask process for ITO top contacts and with 
three masks for metallic contacts. They are, 
however, somewhat slower tl1ru1 TFDs, have 
characteristic curves that are less steep, and 
have on-voltage non-unifonnities that result in 
imprecise gray levels. Tllis combination of 
characteristics makes MIMs well suited for 
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low-cost active-matrix displays witl1 a limited 
number of gray levels, while TFDs can be 
used for high-perfonnance devices. 

Both classes of devices are attractive for 
fabrication on plastic substrates because they 
can be processed at low temperature. Diodes 
made from diamond-like carbon (DLC) or 
SiN. have been processed at 150°C, and Ernst 
Lueder of the University of Stuttgart 
(Stuttgart, Germany) has processed Ta20 5 

MIMs at room temperature. Early demonstra
tors of plastic-diode displays have been pro
duced at Pllilips and the University of 
Stuttgart. 

Ken Werner 
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In "Overview of Polysi licon Technology," 
H. Ohshima of Seiko-Epson (Suwa, Japan) 
observed that poly-Si has performance charac
teristics adequate for displays up to 70 in. on 
the diagonal. High-temperature (hi-temp) 
poly-Si has performance characteristics equiv
alent to LSI, but it requires a hi-temp sub
strate, so it is only suitable for small light 
valves. The low-temperature (lo-temp) infras
tructure is not yet mature, but performance is 
equivalent to hi-temp and the technology will 
be suitable for all sizes of displays. Lo-temp 
processing at less than 600°C is well estab
lished, and processing at less than 450°C has 
recently been demonstrated. This is highly 
significant because at less than 450°C, poly-Si 
processing is compatible with that of a-Si. 
"Hi-temp," said Ohshlma, "will be the domi
nant technology for non-direct-view displays 
because the transistors can be made smaller 
than for lo-temp." The main issue for lo-temp 
will be acceleration toward mass production at 
300-450°C. "This is an essential technology 
for the future of microelectronics." 

In "Organic TFfs - State of the Art and 
Prospects," R. H. Friend and C. P. Jarrett of 
the University of Cambridge (Cambridge, 
England) emphasized the strengths of organ
ics: versatility in selecting component layers, 
wide choice of extrinsic dopants, and suitabil
ity for large areas through solution processing. 
The organic layers that are deposited from 
solution can be used to fabricate thin-film 
FETs, electroluminescent (EL) diodes, and 
photovoltaic (PV) diodes. 

One problem with organics is low conduc
tivity. A solution is to use sublimed films. 
These are highly crystalline, and are now pro
ducing laboratory mobilities in the range of 
0.02- 0.07 cm2/V-s. ON-OFF ratios range up 
to I 00,000. All FETs are p-type except for 
those made of fullerenes. To date, there has 
been little use of organic devices in circuits 

except for an FET NOR gate and a ring oscil
lator made by Philips. Photo-oxidation stabil
ity is a problem with organic materials, so it is 
necessary to passivate devices against mois
ture and oxygen. In answer to a question from 
the audience, Friend emphasized that organic 
devices are clearly still in R&D mode, with 
most activity devoted to device characteriza
tion and development. 

D. Straub and E. Lueder from the Univer
sity of Stuttgart presented their analytical 
SPICE model , which permits the accurate 
simulation of poly-Si TFfs in both digital and 
analog circuits. The model is closely. linked 
to physical parameters, including geometry, 
V,h, mobility, and trap density. 

In "Fabrication and Performance of Inte
grated Drivers," C. Reita (Thomson CSF, 
Orsay, France) observed that integrated 
drivers (IDs) save on materials (and thus on 
cost), save space, reduce layers, and reduce 
interconnects. However, IDs increase density 
and may decrease yield, so their use must be 
evaluated in the context of total system cost. 
He concluded that IDs are essential for cost 
reduction and that device design must be 
matched to technology. "The system on glass 
is the goal, but not for today," said Reita. 
That's particularly true because no established 
technology exists for IDs - not yet. 

EuroDisplay Keynotes 
"Who Dares to Challenge the CRT?," the title 
of the keynote address given by James Smith 
(Philips Display Components), turned out to 
be more contentious than the address itself. 
After recapping the CRT's well-known tech
nical, cost, and marketing strengths, Smith got 
into some less-familiar territory. 

CRTs are likely to maintain their cost 
advantage overall for some time to come, in 
part because a CRT plant costs about $300 
million and an LCD plant's cost may 
approach $ 1 billion. Nonetheless, Smith pre
sented Philips' projections of the cost ratios 
between LCD and CRT monitors that should 
make LCD makers smile. According to 
Philips, the cost ratio for 14-in. monitors will 
go from 3: 1 in late 1996 to 2: 1 in 2000; to 
1.5:1 for 17-in. monitors; and perhaps to par
ity for 21-in. monitors! 

Part of Smith's upbeat analysis stems from 
CRTs being mature and profitable over the 
entire business chain, with R&D spending 
continuing at about 25 % and with continued 

investment in production expansion. Substan
tial growth is anticipated in low-cost CRT
based TV receivers in developing countries, 
where small increases in per-capita income 
should translate into large increases in TV sets 
per household. 

In the second keynote address, E. P. Raynes 
(Sharp Laboratories of Europe) looked at 
"Flat Panel Displays into the Next Millen
nium." Sharp's projection of the LCD market 
in the year 2000 is £10 billion (about $15.5 
billion), compared to £4 billion in 1995. The 
split between STN- and TFf-LCDs was about 
even in 1995, but TFT is expected to domi
nate in 2000. After the recent dramatic reduc
tions, prices have now stabilized, Raynes said. 

Raynes predicted, naturally, that LCDs will 
be strong in laptop-computer and desktop
monitor markets, but he also discussed appli
cation in television receivers with screen diag
onals between 20 and 40 in. Displays for this 
application may be single TFT panels, but 
they may also be composite panels tiled from 
two or more individual panels. For some 
time, Sharp ha~ been exhibiting a 28-in. panel 
tiled from two 21-in. displays, and during the 
week of EuroDisplay, Raynes said Sharp 
would be demonstrating a 40-in. version with 
four tiled displays at the Japan Electronics 
Show. 

In "Plasma Display Panels," Jacques 
Deschamps (Thomson Tubes Electroniques, 
Moirans, France) commented that, although 
the plasma-display panel (PDP) was invented 
in 1964 (at the University of Illinois) and a 
variety of monochrome devices were made 
during the 1970s and 1980s, PDPs really 
started to take off in the 1990s with the advent 

Ken Werner 

English road signs are large and detailed, but 
even with their help neophytes are still likely 
to make unintended detours while negotiating 
England 's notorious "roundabouts"- traffic 
circles. 
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conference report 

Ken Werner 

The Metropole Hotel flew its ISO 9000 flag 
proudly, and some EuroDisplay attendees 
were surprised to find that hotels- as well as 
display-manufacturing plants- can receive 
ISO 9000 certification. 

of color. Deschamps predicted that by the 
year 2000 the manufacturing cost of a color 
PDP would drop to $40 per diagonal inch, 
equally divided between the glass plate and 
driver electronics. 

In the year 2000, a television panel with a 
luminance of about I 00 fL should require an 
input power of no more than 250 W. Although 
some image quality and efficiency issues 
still need to be addressed, there should be a 
market for several million units - mostly for 
television receivers - by the year 2000. 

K. Ishii and a large group of co-authors 
from NHK (Tokyo, Japan) and Matsushita 
(Osaka, Japan) reported on the latest version 
ofNHK's DC-PDP specifically designed for 
HDTV. The panel offers a screen resolution 
of 650 TV lines and a luminance of 150 
cd/m2

. The new glass plate has a high strain 
point, which results in greater dimensional 
stability and permits the introduction of a 
highly accurate photolithography process. 
The new panel has 80-11m line spacing, and 
sandblasting is now used in a new panel-fabri
cation method. The authors stated that the 
new panel "has sufficient lwninance and life 
for practical use." 

In the invited paper, "Digital Light Process
ingTM for Projection Displays: A Progress 
Report," Larry Hornbeck spoke of the advan
tages of digital displays and outlined DLP 
progress. Gray levels are now up to between 
256 and I 024, there is a 62% pixel optical 
efficiency, and the fi ll factor is 90%. Hinge 
memory and adhesion fa ilure were early prob
lems that have now been solved with exten
sive development. Reliability has been 
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improved with better hinge material, spring
tip architecture, and bipolar reset. 

Business projectors using TI's 270-lrn sin
gle-chip projector are now on the market. 
Late in 1996, products with the two-chip 300-
lm SVGA engine will be available. The sec
ond chip will be for the red image only, while 
the color wheel will provide field-sequential 
color for green and blue. This design is 
intended both to extend lamp life and to 
enhance the red component - desirable 
because typical projection lamps emit less 
strongly in the red. This will be followed, at 
the end of the year, by a three-chip engine for 
professional and home theaters, with a stan
dard 500-W xenon lamp producing more than 
1000 1m and an optional 1.5-kW lamp produc
ing 3200 lm. In the exhibit area, Texas Instru
ments was impressively exhibiting its wares. 

In a personal conversation, A. J. van Da1f
sen of Philips told Information Display that a 
Philips plasma TV set built around a Fujitsu 
42-in. PDP was being exhibited during the 
week of EuroDisplay at the Japan Electronics 
Show. The:: :;e::t will bt: iutruuuced in Europe 
during the spring of 1997 at a price of 
DM20,000 ($15,000). 

In "Trends in the Development of Low
Power Color LCDs for Personal Information 
Tools," Yutaka Ishii and his colleagues from 
Sharp (Nara, Japan) observed that 12 million 
personal information tools (PITs) are expected 
to be sold in the year 2000, up from 3.3 mil
lion in 1995. (In some quarters, the term 
"PIT" seems to be replacing the now-tar
nished "PDA.") Monochrome displays have 
been used in traditional PITs, but four colors 
will increasingly be used for basic PIT appli
cations, and 512 colors or more will be used 
for graphics applications. 

Displays with and without color filters 
(CFs) are being developed. Among the CF 
types, there are displays with and without 
polarizers. Sharp is developing a display with 
a low-cost J\.1IM-like TFT structure, phase
change guest-host LC layer producing 4-8 
colors, and low-density electrodes for greater 
brightness. The display consumes only 100 
mW, has a 5: I CR, and features an optical 
response of 80 ms - fast enough for moving 
images. Sharp is also developing a 512-color 
reflective TFT display for PIT and mobile
computing applications. T. Ishinabe, T. 
Uchida, and their colleagues at Tohoku Uni
versity (Sendai, Japan) described a design 

concept for a bright, relatively fast, full-color, 
reflective LCD using an optically compen
sated bend (R-OCB) cell. James Larimer 
(NASA Ames Research Center) said he feels 
the Tohoku approach is significant. 

Jean-Fran9ois Peyre (PixTech, Rousset, 
France) gave an invited talk entitled "Impact 
of the Driving Scheme on Field Emission Dis
plays Performance." In addition to describing 
three different scanning techniques, four ways 
of attaining gray scales, and the parameters 
affecting power dissipation, Peyre projected 
that a 40-in. color FED with high-voltage 
anodes should consume about 55 W. Best 
performance, said Peyre, will be obtained with 
maximum anode voltage, minimum emission 
voltage, and minimum capacitance. Since 
current PixTech displays feahrre a low-anode
voltage design, this comment set off some 
speculation as to whether we should expect a 
sea change in PixTech's design philosophy. 

In his invited paper, "Addressing of STN 
Displays," Terry Scheffer (lnFocus Systems, 
Hilo, Hawaii), noted that dual scanning of 
STN displays - which produced a critical 
improvement in drive margin - was made 
possible by advances in interconnection tech
nology that allowed connections to be made at 
a l00-11m pitch, permitting interdigitation of 
connections. Now, dual-scan STN-LCDs can 
be made with screen resolutions up to XGA. 
Multi-line addressing (MLA), the long
awaited improvement in STN-LCDs that 
reduces response time and crosstalk, will be 
commercialized in 1997, said Scheffer. Test 
marketing had begun prior to EuroDisplay. 
Currently, four-line addressing seems to be 
the best compromise and he expects continued 
cost reduction through system integration, i.e., 
off-loading some functions from the driver 
electronics onto the system processor. 

Ken Werner 

A classic British cab queues up outside the 
Metropole Hotel in Birmingham. 



Ken Werner 

If there were a EuroDisplay long-distance ter
restrial commuting award, it would probably 
go to Vassili Nazarenko, Director of the 
Ukraine Chapter (left), and Alexander 
Smirnojj; Director of the Belarus Chapter 
(right), who drove the red 4 x 4 in the back
ground 2700 km from Minsk, Belarus, to 
Birmingham, England. 

Rank Brimar announced the sale of its spe
cialized high-perfonnance CRT and associ
ated drive-electronics business to a new com
pany, Brimar Limited, effective immediately. 
Brimar, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Brirnar Limited, will supply sales, marketing, 
and customer support in North America from 
its existing offices. Digital Projection, Inc. , 
the company sptm off from Rank Brimar to 
develop and market high-performance projec
tors based on Tl 's DLPTM technology, will 
remain under the Rank Brimar umbrella. 

Best Postet· Papet·s Selected on Site 
In an inte resting innovation, an awards com
mittee picked three best poster papers while 
the poster session was in progress. In order of 
paper number, the first wilmer was "Improve
ment of Backlighting Method by Means of 
Light Pipe Polarizer" by M. Suzuki and his 
colleagues at Sekisui Chemical (Kyoto, 
Japan) . The paper described the development 
of a very efficient edge-lit polarizer light pipe. 
By stacking polycarbonate plates at 45° to the 
nonnal to employ Brewster's condition, the 
plates produce highly s-polarized light. 

The second winner was "A PDLC Device 
Having All-Plastic Transparent Electrodes," 
by Eli Harlev and his associates at Al-Coat 
(Ness-Ziona, Israel). The authors described 
the use of the conductive polymer polyaniline 
to replace ITO in a PDLC device. The elec
tro-optic characteristics of the device were 
virtually identical with the two different elec
trode materials, and polyaniline has the 

advantages of mechan.ical flexibility, low cost, 
and environmental stability . The authors had 
developed a solubilization procedure that 
yields homogenous, defect-free coatil1gs of 
the polymer on substrates. 

The third winner was by H. Seki and col
leagues from Hachinohe Institute of Technol
ogy (Aomori, Japan) and Tohoku University 
(Miyagi, Japan). "A New Reflective Display 
with High Multiplexibility and Gray Scale 
Capability" described a display consisting of a 
scattering film, a quarter-wave plate, a verti
cally aligned cell, and a reflector. The display 
exhibits high multiplexibility and gray-scale 
capability. 

One surprise at the EID show I will not 
make you wait until next month to learn about 
was a reflective color module from TECDIS 
(Chiitillon, Italy). The 240 x 100-pixel ECB 
module displays three colors plus neutra l, 
with remarkable color saturation and bright
ness for this type of display. The modules 
will be available for about £26 in quantity in 
the second quarter of '97. 

In a press conference, Merck described its 
reflective polarizer film that reduces polarizer 
losses in a backlit LCD display from 55-65 to 
30%. It combines a wideband cholesteric film 
with a quat1er-wave film, passes half the light 
incident on it, and circularly polarizes it in the 
right-handed sense. The remail1ing light is 
reflected and circularly polarized in the left
handed sense, after which it is depolarized by 
scattering and subject to multiple partial trans
missions. The advantage compared to tradi
tional polarizers is that much less light is lost 
to absorption in the polarizers. The company 
is clearly excited about the product and feels it 
will substantially increase the luminous effi 
ciency of backlit LCDs. Plans to introduce 
the film and exhibit it at EuroDisplay were 
canceled because the film was not quite ready 
for introduction according to Merck's Patrick 
Nolan. Instead, the company was pla1ming to 
introduce Transmaxn 1 at LC lntemational 
(Japan) in November. 

Something Really New 
Perhaps the most intriguing teclmical paper of 
the conference was "Flat-Panel Displays 
Based on Surface-Conduction Electron Emit
ters" by a large group of authors from the 
Canon Research Center (Kanagawa, Japan). 
In a special author interview, senior author 
Kunihiro Sakai and Sotomitsu Ikeda showed a 

videotape of a 3.1-in. full-color prototype 
FED using their new emitter. They reported 
that at a drive voltage of 13.5 V and an anode 
voltage of 6 kV the prototype display -which 
has 80 x 80 x (RGB) pixels - produced a 
luminance of 640 cdfm 2

• 

The emitter is made by gradually increasing 
the pulses of current through a thin conductive 
film until a gap appears across the entire film 
perpendicular to the current flow. Once the 
gap is formed, applying the appropriate driv
ing voltage causes electrons to be emitted per
pendicular to the plane of the conductive film. 
The Canon group believes the mechanism for 
gap creation is melting. This might appear to 
be a poorly controlled process, but photo
micrographs show gaps that seem highly con
s istent, and color and brightness across the 
display shown in the videotape was also con
sistent. This point was commented upon in a 
discussion among FED experts at the author 
interview, including Webster E. Howard 
(FED Corp.), Ted Fahlen (Candescent), and 
Tom Credelle (Motorola). Chizuka Tani of 
NEC said pri vately that he thought the Canon 
contribution was the best paper at the confer
ence. 

Onward 
The combination of EuroDisplay and EID was 
a success, and conversations with exhibitors 
indicate that this success is likely to benefit 
next year's EID when it is held as a stand
alone event. IDRC '97 and the Intemational 
Active Matrix Workshop will be held at the 
Sheraton Centre Hotel in Toronto, tentatively 
from September 15-18, 1997. (The Work
shop may be moved from the 15th to the 19th, 
or the organizers may decide to have 2 days of 
workshops in addition to the 3 days of IDRC.) 
In 1998, IDRC will be held in Seoul, Korea 
(under the name Asia Display), and will retum 
to Europe in 1999, when it will be held at a 
site in Germany. • 

Please send new product releases or 
news items to Joan Gorman, Depart
ments Editor, Information Display, cjo 
Palisades Institute for Researc h 
Services, Inc., 201 Varick Street, New 
York, NY 10014. 
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fUJITSU - PROVIDING A DIVERSE SELECTION OF 
FLAT PANEL DISPLAY SOLUTIONS. 

With over 30 years R&D expe1·ience in flat panel display 
technology, Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc. del ive rs full-color, 

high-resolution flat panel displays at competitive prices. 
Fujitsu flat panel displays range from l 0.4" LCDs to 42" 

ac·memory plasma displays, ofFering solutions for portable and 

non-portable applications. Advanced fea tlll·es, such as low 
power consumption, wide viewing angle, and high b1·ightness 

address a broad range of applications in the notebook PC, 
industrial control, medical equipment, video entertainment, 

public information display and financial transaction markets. 

If your information requirements are outgrowing your display, 
call F ujitsu today at 1-800-866-8608 or vis it our web site at www.fujitsumicro.com. 

cO 
FUJITSU 

COMPUTERS, COMMUNICATIONS, MICROELECTRONICS 

01996 FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS. INC. All trademarks or registered trademarks are I he property of lheir respective holders. 
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HAVE YOU LOOKED 
INTO US LATELY? 

's New? I What's Cool ? I Handbook I Net Search I Net Directory I Newsgroups I 

We supply the world with an expanding family of calibration 
equipment and products. Isn't there something we can be doing 

for your company? 

You should see just how much 
we've changed. New products, 

new quarters and a new 
cosmic address. At Klein 

Optical Instruments, we've put 
a new face on! 

You really ought to 
fly by. 

Test Equipment for Computer Monitors, 
Featuring the Klein Convergence Gauge. 

We'd like to hear from you! Let us drop you a line about our new line. 
8948 S.W. Barbur Blvd. # 100 Portland, OR 97219 USA 

ph: (503) 245-1012 fax: (503) 245-8166 email: sales@Kleinlnc.com 

Klein 
Instruments 
"Vision for the future" 

http:/ / www.Kleinlnc.com Circle no. 25 



Lamp diameters starting at 3.0mm Unlimited aperture lengths 
Lengths from 38mm Variable aperture widths along lamp axis 
Numerous bent configurations • Dimmable or fixed current operation 
Hot or Cold Cathode designs in many sizes • Standard and custom lamp end-fittings 
Rapid Start, Preheat, or Instant Start • Heater assemblies and wire harnesses available 
Tri-band (R-G-B) phosphors • Rigorous process-control-procedures 
Custom phosphor blending available 
Aperture widths as small as 0.002" 

• MIL quaJity system 
• Demonstrated long life 

Tomorrow's SOlUtions 
in Todays Products 

L D 
liGHTinG, InC. 

37 Robinson Boulevard 
Orange, CT 06477 

Phone: 203/795-1520 
Fax: 203/795-2874 

LCD Lighting designs customized iii!Jmina
tion used in many types of equipment. These 
include medical, inach!ne vision, automotive. 
shipboard, ahd avionics instrumentation. We 
make lamps for laptop computers, facsimi
les, copiers, and other applications. Our com
bined capabilities ex~eed 200 years of col
lective experience in fluorescent lamp engi-· 
neering and glass craftsmanship. Serving 
customers throughout the world, we manu-
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facture an almost unlimited variety of min
iature lamp shapes and sizes in diameters 
as small as 3mm. Design technology em
ploys state-of-ait environmental. electrical. 
and dimming characteristics. Reliability 
is typified by 25,000 hours of lamp life. 
Dedicated phosphor engineering facilitates 
almost any chromatic requi rement' includ
ing standard colors, tri-band, and custom 
phosphor blends. 



Very 
Serious 
Price. 

THE NEW 3000 SERIES 
PATTERN GENERATORS: 
FROM VIDEO INSTRUMENTS 

• MODEL 3100 ... 
FRONT PANEL CONTROL
ONL Y $2950. 

• MODEL 3200 ... 
RS-232 REMOTE CONTROL
ONLY $3950. 

CALL US- WE'LL FAX YOU 
THE SPECS TODAY. 
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Gerome Manufacturing Company, Inc. 
' An Industry Leader in 

Magnetic Shielding Products 

Gerome Manufacturing Company 
is a leading producer of d iversified 
technical specialities which are 
distr ibuted to a bro<~d industrial 
market. 

Gerome fabri cates the most 
advanced and highest quality 
magnetic alloys available in a 
multitude of geometric pa tterns 
to pro,•ide efficient high 

attenuation shie lding for cathode 
ray tubes, photo multiplier tubes, 
transformers and sensitive 
instrumentation. 

With nearly 40 years experience, 
the firm uses advanced metal 
working tcchni<(UCS to form, shape, 
weld, heat treat and finish various 
materia ls. 

9 Gerome Manufacturing Company, Inc. 
403 N. Main Street • P.O. Box 747 Ol iver Road • 1'.0. Box 1089 
Newberg, OR 97132 Uniontown, PA 15401 
Phone: (503) 536·6356 Phone: 1412) 436-8544 
Fax: (503) 536· 1 090 Fax: 14 12) 437·5608 
E-mail: gerome@teleport.com 

Cit·cle no. 28 

REAL-TIME 
VIDEO 
WINDOWS 
ON COMPUTERS 

SIMU LATI ON C 3 I SURVEILLANCE 

INTERACTIVE VIDEO DISC TRAIN ING 

ROBOTICS INDUSTR I AL CONTRO L 

VIDEO TELECO NFE RENCING 

Up to 6 real-time video windows 

Windows scaleable to full screen 

Optional inputs for VGA, FUR, radar 
and medical imagers 

Text and graphics overlays on video 

Compatibility with all high 
resolution graphics controllers 

SuperView video windowing systems are available 
in standalone and 6U VME configuratio ns. 

~·~ (;]@J~ 
~ . ., 

RGB SPECTRUM8 

A v isual communications company •w 

950 Marina Village Parkwa y Alameda, CA 945 01 
Tel : (5 10) 814-7000 Fax: (51 0) 814-7026 
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editorial 

continued from page 2 

its first monochrome panels to the military in 
the late '70s and early '80s. The group's 
color R&D program began 10 years ago, with 
research and feasibility studies being the core 
of the effort through 1993. In 1994 the group 
moved to its current location and constructed 
1000 square meters of clean-room space. 

The group is currently in the fi11al stages of 
developing a color 19-in. military workstation 
PDP with 1024 x 768 pixels and 0.4-mm pixel 
pitch, with the work being hmded by the 
French military. Prototypes are scheduled for 
Q 1 96, with production by Q2 97. Prototypes 
of a 19-in. 1280 x 1024 unit with 0.3-mm 
pixel pitch are scheduled for Q4 96, with 
production in Q4 97. TIE's high-resolution 
color panels for military and industrial 
applications require much smaller discharge 
cells than consumer-oriented PDPs, which 
makes the tailoring of the discharge physics 
and the design of the cells much more 
demanding. 

Under the development contract from 
Thomson Multimedia, TIE is working on 
consumer-TV PDPs from 22 to 42 in. New 
clean-room space is currently under con
struction, and I saw new plastic-wrapped 
processing equipment - clearly designed for 
processing 42-in. plates - waiting for 
installation. Deschamps said he expected to 
be processing 42-in. plates in November of 
1996 and to have a 42-in. TV demo with 576 
x 768 triads in Q2 97. After that, the decision 
to proceed further will depend on Thomson 
Multimedia - and its new owner. 

Back to TIE's own military/industrial 
work. Following the 1280 x 1024 19-in. 
model, TIE is planning on a 1280 x 1024 
24-in. model with 0.4-mm pixel pitch 
(prototype Q2 97; production Q4 97) and a 
1280 x 1024 40-in. model with a 0.7-mm 
pixel pitch (prototype 1998/99; production 
1998/99). 

Thomson's panel structure is very similar to 
the typical monochrome PDP structure - with 
one sustain electrode, not two like Fujitsu 's 
structure. The hi-res ac displays with 0.3-mm 
(I 00-fHTI) pixel pitch have 0.1-mm pitch 
between subpixels and a 40-tJm gap. At the 
back (the side away from the viewer) of each 
cell in all of the hi-res displays, there is a 
window in the phosphor over the column 
electrode. 

Designing and fabricating hi-res POPs that 
are fast enough to support large numbers of 
gray levels is a challenging exercise. Unlike 
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the Japanese practice with consumer PDPs -
where photolithographic processes are 
energetically avoided - Thomson must use 
many photolithographic processes to achieve 
precise and repeatable dimensions in small 

' cells. Interestingly, Deschamps feels a 
process depending heavily on photolithog
raphy can be inexpensive enough for 
consumer applications, too. If true, this could 
lead to TV panels with higher luminous 
efficiencies than the current 1.0 lm/W for ac 
panels, which is acceptable now but not for 
the long term. 

The speed limitation in hi-res PDPs stems 
from the speed at which the discharge 
progresses once it is initiated. TIE is 
optinllzing its cell structure and discharge 
physics with improved 2-D simulation 
software developed at the University of 
Toulouse. The software models cell 
excitation, plasma format ion, and speed of 
ignition. 

TIE's tube business is international, with 
39% of its sales in North America, 44% in 
Europe, and 12% in Asia. (Small percentages 
are in South America, Africa, and the Middle 
East.) TIE is energetically reaching out to 
the U.S. military/industrial market, where it 
will probably compete with the hi-res AC
PDPs of Photonics Imaging - which now has 
prototypes in customers' hands - and perhaps 
with the hi-res AMLCDs produced by the 
dpiX/Planar partnership. 

Although TIE's immediate interest is their 
military/industrial PDP business, one can not 
help but be intrigued by the thought of an 
RCA/DaewoofThomson plasma televis ion 
receiver. In the current era of me-too Fujitsu
like AC-PDP architectures, Thomson's 
approach could give Daewoo an interesting 
way of distinguishing their products. 

-Ken Werner 

Information Display Magazine invites other 
opinions on this and related subjects from 
members of the international display 
community. The opinions expressed in this 
editorial do not necessarily reflect the 
opinions of the editor or publisher of 
Information Display Magazine, nor do they 
necessarily reflect the position of the Society 
for Information Display. Your comments and 
suggestions are welcome. You can reach me 
by e-mail at kwerner@netaxis.com, by fax at 
203/855-9769, or by phone at 203/853-7069. 

calendar 

Display Technology 

Display Works 97: Display Manufacturing 
Technology Conference (DMTC). Co-spon
sored by SID, SEMJ, and USDC. Contact: 
Mark Goldfarb, Palisades Institute for 
Research Services, Inc., 1750 Jefferson Davis 
Highway, Suite 500, Arlington, VA 22202; 
703/4 13-3891 , fax -1315. 
January 27-31, 1997 San Jose, CA 

Fourth Asian Symposium on Information 
Displays (ASID). Co-sponsored by SID (Asia 
Regions); IEEE Electron Device Society 
(Hong Kong Chapter); Technical Group on 
Electronic Displays, Institute of Electronics, 
lnfonnation and Conununication Engineers 
(Japan); and Technical Group on Information 
Displays, Institute of Television Engineers of 
Japan (Japan). Contact: H. S. Kwok, Dept. of 
EE, Hong Kong University of Science and 
Teclmology, Clear Water Bay, Hong Kong; 
fax +852-2358-1485, e-mail: eekwok@ usthk. 
ust.hk. 
Feb. 13-14, 1997 Clear· Water Bay, 

Hong Kong 

SID International Symposium, Seminar & 
Exhibition (SID '97). Contact: Mark Gold
farb, Palisades Institute for Research Services, 
Inc., 1745 Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 
500, Arlington, VA 22202; 703/413-3891, 
fax -1315. 
May 11-16, 1997 Boston, MA 

T he 17th International Display Research 
Conference and Workshops (IDRC '97). 
Co-sponsored by SID and the Advisory Group 
on Electron Devices (AGED) in co-operation 
with the IEEE Electron Devices Society. 
Contact: Ralph Nadell, Palisades Institute for 
Research Services, Inc., 201 Varick Street, 
Suite 1006, New York, NY 10014; 2 12/ 
620-3341, fax -3379, e-mai l: rnadell@ 
newyork.palisades.org. 
Sept. 15-19, 1997 Tot·onto, Canada 

Fifth Color Imaging Conference: Colo•· Sci
ence, Systems & Applications. Co-sponsored 
by IS&T and SID. Contact: IS&T, 7003 Kil
worth Lane, Springfield, VA 22 15 1; 703/642-
9090, fax -9094. 
Nov. 16-19, 1997 Scottsda le, AZ • 



Edited by JOAN G ORMAN 

Largest XGA STN-LCD module 

Sharp Electronics Corp., Camas, Washington, 
has rumounced the North American introduc
tion of the industry's largest high-definition 
XGA-format color STN-LCD module. The 
goal in developing the 21.4-in. color STN
LCD was greater functionality in a more com
pact , power-efficient package. The display is 
designed for simultaneous multi-tasking on 
multiple screen frames while meeting strin
gent power and space requirements. The new 
display fea111res reduced shadowing around 
displayed characters and graphics and a 140° 
horizontal viewing angle, a full 60° greater 
than previous models . The display's optical 
characteristics include a luminru1ce of 250 
cdfm2

, a response speed of 300 ms, and a con
trast ratio of 30: 1. Power consumption is 28 
W. Samples will be available in February 
1997. 

Information: Sharp Electronics Corp. , 5700 
N.W. Pacific Rim Blvd., M/S 20, Camas, WA 
98607. 1-800-642-0261 , 206/834-2500, fax: 
206/834-8903. 
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XGA LCD projector 

Polaroid Corp. , Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
has introduced the Polaview 220 projector 
featuring digital light processing (DLP) tech
nology. The Polaview 220 is a true SVGA 
projector supporting 800 x 600-pixel resolu
tion and delivering a 240-in. -diagonal on
screen image with a brightness of 400 ANSI 

lumens that matches the resolution and bright
ness of an image on an SVGA monitor. With 
the wireless built-in turbo remote, the presen
ter can move freely around the room and con
trol projector operation up to 50 ft. The tmit 
provides multimedia capability through simul
taneous com1ection of up to two computers 
and two video sources, plus total interactivity 
and instant switching between sources. The 
Polaview 220 is compatible with a broad vari
ety of computer and video systems. The U.S. 
suggested list price for the Polaview 220 is 
$10,900. 

Information: Polaroid Corp., Digital Imag
ing, 565 Teclmology Square, Cambridge, MA 
02139. 1-800-816-2611 ext. 970or716/256-
4436 ext. 970. • 

Circle no. 2 

"Complete" automotive 
AMLCD module 

Philips Flat Panel Display Co., Eindhoven, 
The Netherlands, has introduced the 
LDE052T, a 5.1-in. active-matri x color LCD 
module designed to provide the high perfor
mrulce, ruggedness, and reliability necessary 
for automotive applications. The LDE052T is 
"complete" because its smoothly contoured 
plastic case can be mounted in a variety of 
locations on or in front of the dashboard with
out OEM redesign. With its advanced back
light, the module offers a maximum lumi
nance of 300 cd/m2

, brighter thru1 any stan
dard LCD module on the market today. The 
50,000-hour lifetime of the backlight is more 
than five times as long as any conventional 
backlight. The module also features an extra
wide viewing angle which allows images on 
the screen to be easi ly viewed by both driver 
and passengers. Depending on user require-

ments, the unit can be equipped with ru1 ana
log RGB (NTSC/P AL) interface for fleet 
management or a digital 1/4 VGA (320 x 240) 
interface to meet the latest digital require
ments of the automotive industry. The unit's 
range of options meet the diverse require
ments of automotive and industrial users, and 
include loudspeaker, audio amplifier plus vol
ume control, infrared RC receiver, CVBS 
(PAL or NTSC) input with color and contrast 
control, single 9-16-V power-supply input, 
and PWM-controlled backlight dimming. For 
inquiries, please indicate FPD-003. 

Information: Philips Components, Market
ing Communications, Bldg. BAE-1, 5600 
MD, Eindhoven, The Netherlands. +31-40-
272-27-90, fax: +3 1-40-272-45-47. 
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One-man tactical workstation 

Rugged Portable Systems, Orange, California, 
has introduced the RPS Eagle, a ruggedized 
portable SPARCstationTM designed to satisfy 
the most demanding processing requirements 
of shipboard, ai rborne, ground-mobile, and 
rapid field-deployable applications. Based on 
Sun Microsystems ' UNIX workstations and 
servers, the Eagle features a 16.1-in. 1280 x 

1024 color AMLCD with adjustable bright
ness and contrast, allowing night-vision-gog
gle operation. The one-man near-real-time 
tactical workstation includes an ergonomic, 
user-friendly moisture-proof Sun-type remov
able keyboard with integral pointing device, 
two removable 3.5-in. 9.0-Gbyte hard drives, 
ru1d two fixed 5.25-in. peripheral bays which 
can support any combination of CD-ROM, 
4-mm DAT, 8-mm DAT, MO-drive, or COM
SEC KJV-7. All of the Eagle's major compo
nents are upgradable and expandable. 
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new products 

Infom1ation: Larry Aguilar, Rugged 
Portable Systems, 3745 West Chapman Ave., 
Orange, CA 92668. 714/939-6233, fax: 
714/939-6234. 

Circle no. 4 

Slim XGA monitor 

Pixel Vision, Acton, Massachusetts, has 
announced the PY114XG, a compact high
resolution 14-in. LCD monitor designed for 
information-intense markets such as finance, 
medicine, and aviation. The 3-in.-deep moni
tor is intended to replace traditional 15-1 7-in. 
CRT monitors, saving space and energy while 
minimizing eyestrain, reducing glare and 
reflection, and eliminating radiation, all inher
ent ergonomic problems with CRTs. The 
PV 114XG displays a resolution of 1024 x 768 
and can replace any CRT monitor without 
hardware or software upgrades. The monitor 
features a palette of 2 million colors and on
screen menu controls that feature both 
nmneric and graphic settings for precise, user
friendly adjustments. The PV 114XG comes 
with a desk stand and an enclosure made of 
scratch-resistant anodized aluminum with an 
electrostatically applied baked-on fi nish for 
durability. The PV 114XG is available inune
diately at a U.S. list price of $5950. 

Information: Alice Poltorick, Pixel Vision, 
43 Nagog Park, Acton, MA 01720. 508/266-
7516, fax: 508/264-9446. 
Circle no. 5 
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Rugged real-time-window FPDs 

BARCO nv, Kortrijk, Belgium, has 
armounced a new family of ruggedized flat
panel displays, in 10.4-, 13.3-, and 16-in. 

, screen sizes, that provide a real-time window 
which can be displayed while a current appli
cation is running. The window is resizeable 
and can be repositioned according to the 
user's application. The displays can automati
cally conve11 the generator resolution of the 
incoming image source to the fixed panel res
olution, allowing the user to easily connect 
any type of generator source without hardware 
modifications. The new displays were 
designed to withstand harsh envirolllllents and 
meet the stringent requirements encountered 
in aerospace and defense applications. The 
panels can display up to 1024 gray scales and 
mill ions of colors, and can optionally provide 
soft keys around the bezel for customized 
applications. The brightness of the display 
exceeds 200 nits with a contrast ratio of 10: l. 
An additional automatic light-control feature 
allows the operator to lock onto a fixed bright
ness and contrast ratio regardless of constantly 
changing ambient lighting conditions. 

Information: BARCO nv, Th. Sevenslaan 
106, B-8500 Kortrijk, Belgium. +32-56-233-
450, fax: +32-56-233-460. 

Ckcle no. 6 

Video and graphics multiplexer 

Chrontel, Inc., San Jose, California , has intro
duced the CH8439, a multiplexer allowing 
video and graphics to be displayed on the 
same screen. The multiplexer supports dis-

plays with pixel resolutions up to 1280 x 1024 
and features a palette of 16.7 million colors. 
The CH8439 accepts fu ll-bandwidth analog 
RGB graphics and controls the mixing of digi
tal video inputs using a programmable analog 
color key and high-pe1fonnance genlock. 
Clu·ontel 's proprietary leakage-suppression 
teclmology enables the CH8439 to support 
full color-key control while limiting graphics 
bleedthrough to less than one pixel. The mul
tiplexer features dual analog wideband 
drivers, YUV-to-RGB color space conversion, 
and a serial programming interface for video
attribute control. The CH8439 series is avail
able immediately in 64-pin PQFP and is 
priced at $9.75 in quantities of 1000. 

Infonnation: Ken Lowe, Chrontel, Inc., 
2210 O'Toole Ave., San Jose, CA 95131-
1326. 408/383-9328, fax: 408/383-9338. 

Cii·cle no. 7 

Video test-pattern generator 

Video Instruments, Xenia, Ohio, has intro
duced the Model 3200, a video test-pattern 
generator that provides full remote-control 
capability for selection of fom1at, format edit/ 
build, pattern selection, video level, sync 
level, as well as other operating modes includ
ing pulse polarity via the RS-232 serial p011 
on the rear panel. The front panel contains 
only the 12-key keypad used for all operations 
displayed on a four-line LCD. The Model 
3200 provides basic video test patterns for 
performance tests of displays which operate at 
virtually any format/scan rate. PattenlS are 
derived from logic, not by digital-to-ana log 
conversion, and therefore are instantly avail
able when selected. The Model 3200 lists for 
$3950. 
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Information: Video Instruments, P.O. Box 
33, Xenia, OH 45385-0033. 1-800-962-8905, 
fax: 937/376-2802. 

Circle no. 8 

LCD-measurement system 

ELDIM, Caen, France, has introduced the 
EZContrast AX 1600 fully automated LeD
measurement system designed for instru1t testing 
of any LCD p811el up to 22 in. on the diagonal. 
The system can measure huninaJ1ce, contrast, 
and color coordinates as a function of viewing 
direction. It CaJ1 also plot V fT curves for aJ1Y 
viewing direction, aJ1alyze gray-level inversion, 
evaluate color shift, as well as perform unifor
mity testing. The AX 160D includes the new 
EZMotion XYZ tables, suitable pattern-genera
tion drivers (video, RGB, aJ1d digital), and 
automation aJ1d aJ1alysis software. The perfor
maJ1ce levels include a ±80° incident-angle 
range, a 0-360° azimuth-aJ1gle range, a mea
surement step down to 0.2°, and a measurement 
time of 3-4 sec for full luminance measurement 
at ru1 accuracy better thaJ1 3%. The full nine
point measurement speed is less thaJ1 3.5 min. 

Information: Kathleen Helm, ELDIM, 4 
rue Al fred Kastler, 14000 Caen, France. +33-
2-31-94-76-00, fax : +33-2-3 1-47-37-77. 

C it-cle no. 43 • 

The SS200 DISPLAY ANALYSIS SYSTEM now does 

C tOR: 
Measurement applications: 

• CRTs 
• Flat Panel Displays 
• Projection Displays 

With fully automatic 
measurements of: 

• Convergence 
• Luminance 
• Chromaticity 
• Jitter 
• Line Width 
• Geometry 
• MTF 
• Spectral Plots 

I MICROVISION 

M icrovision now offers color measurement 
capabilities as an option to the SS200 Display 
Analysis System. T his new option incorporates a 
state of the art, thermally regulated d iffraction 
g rating spectre-radiometer. Fast and accurate 
measurements of Luminance and Chromaticity 
can be made automaticaly, in add ition to 
Microvision's extensive set of standard 
measurements. This system can automatically 
and complete ly characterize the image quality of 
all types of d isplays, providing mea~un::: rm:nl 
capabi lities unlike any other system. 

International Reps; 

I Japan ·ARGO CORP .• 06 339 3366 
180 Knowles Dr., Suite 209. Los Gatos. CA 95030 Taiwan· SUPERLINK TECH., 02 705 7090 
Tel: ]408) 374-3158 Fax:(408) 374·9394 Korea · 8 & P INrL. 02 546 1457 
[800) 931 -3188 Email: sales8!microvsn.com Visit our web site at http/ j www.microvsn.com 
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Do Your Homework. 

By the year 2000, millions of homes will have a computer with a supersized monitor. 

These monitors will be technically perfected on the inside to produce lifelike 

image quality. They will also be vacuum-coated on the view side with Optium 2020™. 

By then your family will be spending an average of 12 hours a day in front of their 

monitor; studying, talking to friends in remote corners of the world, shopping, 

working, even watching movies. Available now, Optium 2020TM is a patented, 

clarity-enhancing coating for CRTs which virtually eliminates glare and reflection, 

and protects you from static and potentially harmful emissions. So, even if your 

next computer doesn' t have a supersized screen, make sure it's coated on 

the view side with Viratec's Optium 2020TM, and see what you've been missing. 

It'll make life, not to mention homework, just a little bit easier. 

Opti 0™ 
DISP L AY- EN H AN C ING TECHNOLOGY 

Oplfwn 2020 ls a reglsf~red fril(~mark or Vltalec ntin Films. Inc. 

till,( ''\ VI D 4 TE("' ,,..,, 11 1' IV\1 
CLARIFYING YOUR POINT-OF.YIEW 

Call today for more information on how to ensure that you are 
looking tlU'ough Optium 2020™ on your next computer monitor. 

2 150 A irporl Drive. Farib aui i. MN 5502 1-7798 USA 

Phone (507) 334-005 1 • Fax (507) 334-0059 
Circle no. 32 

In lerne i • sales@vira lec.com 



display continuum 

continued from page 4 

mix up smell with taste. I provided gentle 
reassurance through my touch and presence. 
We moved at a slow pace but we covered a lot 
of territory. 

All too soon, the signal was given for us to 
quietly and slowly reassemble at the clearing. 
On a signal from the instructor, the blindfolds 
were removed so that everyone could see the 
one ill whom he had so completely placed his 
trust. There were cheers and hugs all round. 
A few had been able to identify their guides, 
but most had not. Yet, a strong bond had been 
fanned in just those few minutes. Quite an 
interesting and, for me, surpris.ing result. 

Unfortunately for me, the exercise wasn't 
over yet. We would now get to change places 
and be blindfolded while some unidentified 
person from the other group would now lead 
each of us through the forest. Knowing the 
routine didn't seem to help much; I still didn 't 
want to go through with it. I have always 
hated having any of my senses not fully func
tional or having that feeling of not being ill 
control. However, peer pressure being quite 
the motivator, the blindfold went on and I 
stood ill dark and lonely anticipation, waiting 
for someone to take me by the arm and guide 
me around. At least, given the rules of 
engagement, I felt pretty sure he would not 
push me off a cliff or purposely run me into a 
tree. 

The feel of a gentle, although anonymous, 
hand on my e lbow felt somewhat reassuring. 
My experiential "tour" was about to begin. 
The darkness felt like a large expanse of 
three-dimensional space - maybe like an 
empty wuverse. I felt lonely and lost. But 
then almost imperceptibly my other senses 
began to intrude on this emptiness. In fact, in 
a very short time, they simply overwhelmed 
it. The smell of the cool autunm breeze com
ing off the river seemed so full of energy. 
The leaves underfoot made incredibly loud 
crunclling sounds. I was sure the sounds had 
color ill them. The feel of the autumn air on 
my s kin brought forth images of forests, 
mountain meadows, and streanns. The touch 
of the moist earth, moss, grasses, rocks, and 
tree branches all brought forth vivid mind-pic
tures. I had a new sense of the forest and of 
nature. There was a bond with the earth that I 
had not felt before. With each step, I felt 
more at ease and more secure. My tenseness 
disappeared and was replaced by a childlike 
trust in my guide. Through this person's 
touch, I could fee l the care and intense interest 

he was demonstrating in my well-being. I no 
longer had the curios ity to know his identity. 
I simply trusted. 

"What a neat deal," thought I to myself. 
This person is totally responsible for my 

safety and well-being. Even if I try to do 
something stupid, he will do everything in his 
power to keep me safe. After all, if I get hurt 
he will be blamed and look bad to the rest of 
the group. Not only that, he is in a little bit of 

Put your CRT 
on a Diet 

TFT LCD Monitors from CTX 
Thin is definitely in and the 
affordable PanoView 600 
LCD monitor is definitely 
here. At just 13/." th ick, 
this compact, high 
resolution, SVGA flat 
monitor can fit 
anywhere. 

Go ahead, put one on 

PanoView 600 Features: 
• SVGA 800 x 600 

• 12.1" diagonal viewing 
a rea (same as 14" CRTs) 

• Direct Analog RGB input 
(no interface card required) 

• 1/10th the size of 
conventional CRTs 

CTX is a world leader 
your desk or hang it Same image as 74" CRTs. 
on the wall - CTX 

in LCD products with a 
complete line of TFT 

LCD color monitors. Call us today 
tollfree - 1-888-CTX-OPTO. 

LCD monitors are light, bright and 
just right for a variety of applications. 

[lt:t 
CIX Opto, Inc. 

www.ctxopto.com 
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display continuum 

a friendly competition with the other leaders
of-the-blind to provide the most interesting 
experience so that during the debrief, I can 
mention all the neat things I was shown. To 
my total amazement, for the first time in my 
life I had discovered that bei11g blindfolded 
w1der certain conditions can be easier and 
more fW1 than having to be responsible for 
someone else who is similarly sense-deprived. 

After we reassembled in the clearing and 
fmished sharing our reactions and individual 
experiences, our trainer proceeded to lead us 
through the lesson that was supposed to come 
from tllis exercise. According to our instmc
tor, we would now have a much better under
standing of how, in a work-related team envi
ronment, we can gain great benefits from 
helping and supporting each other. For exam
ple, if we have information tl1at someone else 
needs in order to get a job done, we should 
enthusiastically provide it. We should also 
learn to ask for help from and rely on our 
team members, and generally support each 
otl1er and help guide each other, to the greater 
benefit of tl1e entire team. And, we should 
each take full responsibility for the success of 
the entire team. 

This all sounded pretty dam good to me
as it apparently did to everyone else. There 
were understanding head nods all around, as 
well as lots of enthus iastic comments about 
how everyone would now apply this learning 
back at work. 

I sure didn't want to do anytlling to upset 
such a positive state of affairs. However, 
something in my head was not fully accepting 
these "obvious" conclusions. I couldn 't get 
rid of the nagging feeling that I had just 
learned something quite different than was 
intended by the instructors. The conclusion 
that wouldn't go away was tl1at once I had 
accepted my subservient position, being led 
and being taken care of was much easier tl1an 
being the leader. Is n't it kind of 1lice to know 
that whatever happens to us is someone else's 
problem and that we are being taken care of 
and protected from harm? Sure sounds like 
that special time when we were children and 
our parents took responsibility for our care 
and safety. It may also remind you of the 
behavior of people in some of our larger insti
tutions - at least before the days of downsiz
ing. Is it harder to grow up than we think? 

Now, before you decide that none of tllis 
could possibly apply to you because you are 
already all grown up, you are in a smaller and 
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more entrepreneurial work enviromnent, or 
your giant corporation is so cleverly organized 
that no one can avoid taking responsibility for 
his actions, let me tell you about one of my 
real-life experiences. 

Some time ago, I took over the manage
ment of a relatively small engineering group 
of about 15 people who had previously been 
led by a manager with quite a dominating per
sonality. This manager had good technical 
skills and had thought of himself as a pretty 
clever and inventive fellow. In fact, he was so 
innovative tl1at he changed the direction of the 
group's technical activities on an almost daily 
basis. The engineers in this group had learned 
that the path of least resistance was to listen to 
tllis manager's ideas carefully and then follow 
Ius instructions without challenge. The first 
benefit of this behavior was that they did not 
have to risk suffering the emotional stress of 
being told by their clever and articulate boss 
that their ideas weren't really very good. The 
second benefit was that by fo llowing each 
day's instructions, which were freely and reg
ularly offered, the outcome was not their 
responsibility. It always became the responsi
bility of their outspoken boss - and since he 
took credit for everything anyway, and could 
put a positive spin on just about any result, 
that was just as well. 

It took several montl1s of encouragement 
before I could get members of this group to 
offer anything more than token ideas. And 
even then, they kept expecting me to tell tl1em 
what was wrong with their proposals, to offer 
up the "right" answer, and to make the final 
decision on how we would proceed. Then it 
took more effort and more months before I 
could get them to agree to take responsibility 
for the outcome of the designs and experi
ments they were developing. The kind of 
comments that came back to me tluough other 
sources in the company went somethi11g like 
this: "I like it that Aris is involving us in the 
decis ion making, but I sure wish he wouldn 't 
push so hard for us to te ll him how we plan to 
solve the problems." "Why can't he just tell 
us what he wants done next?" " I can see that 
in the long term, this may be better for all of 
us, but it sure is harder right now." 

It took more than six months before this 
group began to feel that they really were the 
ones with tl1e autl10rity and responsibility fo r 
making the teclmical decisions, and that ulti
mately they would have to accept responsibil
ity for the outcomes. Even though that had 

actually always been the case - since the com
pany needed well-designed products to suc
ceed - having a dominant boss who acted as 
though he could do it all had deprived these 
highly capable engineers of the awareness that 
they were critically important to the com
pany's success. 

Most definitely, for them, taking responsi
bility was not the path of least resistance. 
However, once they fully understood what 
was expected, they were able to contribute at 
a much higher level. The results were quite 
evident in the quality and quantity of the new 
product designs. Unfortunately, this story has 
a really horrible ending. The group was sub
sequently taken over by ano tl1er boss, even 
more dominant than the one before me, and 
within days they reverted right back to their 
earlier behaviors. It 's hard enough to grow up 
in the first place. Does it also have to be so 
hard to hang on to our gains? 

I think there must be a little bit of Peter Pan 
in all of us. On occasion, when we least 
expect it, tl1at "wish-upon-a-star" to return to 
our younger days can hit us. We revert to the 
time when we could count on Dad and Mom 
to take care of us and keep us safe and smmd. 

And is that really all that bad? I think not, 
if we recognize it and learn to manage it. It 
only becomes a problem in a work environ
ment when we want to have the authority and 
freedom to make all the interesting decisions, 
but then want someone else to take responsi
bility for the results - especially the not-so
good ones. But then, you certainly wouldn't 
ever catch me doing anything so childishly 
irresponsible, would you? 

For further interaction on tllis topic or oth
ers of your choosing, you may contact me 
directly by phone at 206/557-8850, by fax at 
206/557-8983, or indirectly through Jay Mor
reale at Palisades Institute, 20 I Varick Street, 
Suite 1006, New York, NY 10014. • 

Please send new produc/ releases or 
news items to Joan Gorman, Depart
ments Editor, Information Display, cjo 
Palisades Institute for Research 
Services, Inc., 201 Varick Street, New 
York, NY 10014. 
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Only Complete (220 MHz Bandwidth) Monitor Analyzing Solution I 

Introducing the only complete system for troubleshooting, testing, and aligning high 
bandwidth computer monitors from the input to the CRT (including color output analysis) 
for servicing security and growth for years to come . 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ............ - • A complete & programmable 
• • 220 MHz RGB generator 
• • 
: .. .......... - • Integrated Auto "ColorPro" 

color analyzer • • • 

.. ........ .. - • Exclusive "Process Generator" 
for interactive alignment control 

.... ........ - • DOC compatible 

Call 1-800-SENCORE 
for a FREE 10 Day Trial! 
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Gerome Manufacturing Company, Inc. 
Introduces a New Innovation in Vinyl-clad 

Product Design and Manufacturing 

Gerome Manufacturing 
Company has a patented 
technique to provide 
instrumentation enclosures 
with two useful and unique 
features: 

• A continuous metallic, 
conductive and shielding 
path around the instru
ment, requiring no 
welding or riveting. 

• An exterior of attractive, 
tough, insulating vinyl, 
requiring no painting. 

'Ne feJture Arvinyl Laminated Materials in the products we 
produce. These products come in a variety o( colors and 
textures. Custom colors can also be produced.· 

Vinyl c.1n be laminatecl to a v.1riety of bJse metals such as 
carbon steel. electrogalvanized steel, stainless steel, hot· 
dipped galvanized steel, Jnd alloys of aluminum. 

Gerome's engineering department can assist you in the 
design of your product. from new lines to changing existing 
painted products to a vinyl-ciJd material. 

\o\1e have perfOfmcd cost studies for manufacturing both 
painted and vinyl products, and have found thilt it is more 
cost effective to produce vinyl-clad products than painted 
products. and at the same time produce a much higher 
quality product with vinyl. Call for details or a sample. 

Gerome Manufacturing Company, Inc. 
403 N. Main Street • P.O. Box 747 O liver Road • P.O. Box 1089 
Newberg, OR 97132 Uniontown, PA 15401 
Phone: (503) 538-8356 Phone: (41 2) 438-8544 
Fax: (503) 538-1090 Fax: (412) 437-5608 
E-mail: gerome@teleport.com 
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For Your Complete 
Display Needs ... 

Interface Solutions 
for flat panels 

Speed up developmenl and product realisation time with our 
high quality tlat panel interface conn·ollers for your LCD or 

EL projects. Suitable for small or high volume projects. 

AC series: A range of 
interface controllers for colour 
& monochrome LCD or EL, to 
connect to analog graphics 
source. YGA (640x480), SYGA 
(800x600), XGA (I 024x768), 
SXGA ( 1280x I 024). 

DC series: Includes PC! bus LCD graphics card fo r providing 
LCD digital s ignal output from a PC. 

Digital View: 

Enclosure options: 
Open frame kits: panels & 
interface controllers in easy to 
use frames. 
Industrial display systems 
Desktop monitors 
LCD multimedia systems 

USA: Tel: 408-287 4935, Fax: 408-287 3952 
England: Tel: (0)1438-816 600, Fax: (0)1438-816 909 
Hong Kong: Tel: 2861 3615, Fax: 2520 2987 
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PHILIPS 
Philips Display Components: 

High 9" to 20" 
High Resolution Color 14" to21" 
Widescreen (16:9) Color CRTs 
Multimedia Color CRTs 

VHF/UHF TV Tuners 
Desktop Video Tuners 
Satellite Tuners & LNB 
RF Modules for Cordless Phones 

1600 H uron Pa rkway • Ann Arbor, Mich 

Cir-cle no. 38 

I R Remote Controls 
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letters 

To the Editor: 

Re: "The First Flat Panel" by W. R. Aiken, 
June 1996, p. 28. 

I remember the flat tube pretty well, ru1d it 
was not the fi rst heads-up display as claimed. 
The first production HUD was on the Vigi
lante bomber, which first flew in 1958. It had 
the HUD for use when performing the LABS 
ma11euver. 

The predecessors of this display were the 
gun-sights which date back to WW II. Com
mercial aircraft HUDs were ftrSt promoted by 
Bendix in 1965 and included a stereo version. 
These were never much of a success, but here 
at McDormell Douglas we have had provi
sions for HUDs in every aircraft since about 
1967. These are now coming into the fore 
with Alaska Airlines and Southwest Airlines. 

- Erv Ulbrich 
Senior Principal Specialist- Avionics 
McDonnell Douglas Transport Aircraft 
Lonf.? Beach, California 
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SID '97 

BOSTO~MASSACHUSETTS 
MAY 11 - 16, 1 9 9 7 

• SID's MAJOR ANNUAL EVENT 
• An International Symposium Seminar 

and Exhibition - Featuring: 
- Technical Sessions - Poster Session 
-Author Interviews - Evening Panels 
- Short Courses - Applications Seminars 
- Technical Seminars -Applications Ses-

.si.Qns 
-Product Exhibits 

Please send new product releases or 
news items to Joan Gorman, Depart
ments Editor, Information Display, cjo 
Palisades Institute for Research 
Services, Inc., 201 Varick Street, New 
York, NY 10014. 

15 
~SEPTEMBER 

17th International Display 
Research Conference 

TORONTO, CANADA 
SEPTEMBER 15-17, 1 9 9 7 

• An international conference on display 
research and development aspects of: 
- Display Fundamentals, Display Devices 
- Hard Copy & Storage, Input Systems 

Integrated Devices and Applications 
- Image and Signal Processing 
- Color Perception, Human Factors 

16 
NOVEMBER 

Fifth Color Imaging 
Conference: Color Science, 
Systems & Applications 

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 
NOVEMBER 16 -19, 1 9 9 7 

• An international multidisciplinary forum 
for dialogue on· 

Creation and capture of Color Images 
-Color Image reoroduction and 

interchange 
- Co-sponsored with IS& T. 

DISPLAY 
WORKS 97 

San Jose, California 
January 27-31 , 1997 

The Smart Choice 
in High Speed 

Video Generators 
ASTRO VG-829 

Dot Clock to 440MHz 

256 Levels at all 
Frequencies 

50175 (ohm) Source 
Impedance 

Fully Programmable 
Patterns 

Operable directly from 
a PC 

If you need the highest perfonnance 
available on the market, you need the 
Astro VG-829. It gives you a full 8 bit 
resolution at any pixel frequency. 

The engineering, production and 
testing of medical and surveillance 
displays with resolutions beyond 
2Kx2K demands "lifelike" simula
tion-The Astro VG-829 sets the 
standard. A 3-year warranty assures 
you our excellent reliability. 

Make the Smmt Cboice ... 

Contact TEAM. 
Call 1-800-3 3 8-1981 or visit us at 

http://www.team-systems.com 

__ 71_E__.~! 
"Test And Measurement Technology" 
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Convention Center and Convention Hotel Map List 
1. Back Bay Hilton 4. MidTown Hotel 
2. Boston Park Plaza Hotel & Towers 5. Sheraton Boston Hotel & Towers 
3. Copley Square Hotel 6. John B. Hynes Convention Center 

CHARLESTOWN 

CAMBRIDGE 

-<.- TO l..E.XJN6TON 'f.- CONCORD 

..._ ·--- - -

50UTH 505TON 

Map of Boston © 1986 by Addison-Wesley Publishing Company. reprinted 
with permission. From the book UNCOMMON BOSTON: A Guide to Hidden 
Spaces and Special Places© 1990 by Addison-Wesley Publishing Company 
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Display Works 97 will feature: 

· An exposition 
· Manufacturing technology conference 

Business conference 
Standards meetings . ~~ · 
·Educational progp:~rns 
Networking event's 

BOSTO~MASSACHUSETTS 
MAY 11 - 16, 1 9 9 7 

• SID's MAJOR ANNUAL EVENT 
• An International Symoosium Seminar 
and Exhibition - Featuring· 
- Technical Sessions- Poster Session 
-Author Interviews - Eyening Panels 

Short Courses - Applications Seminars 
-Technical Seminars -Applications 
~ 

- Product Exhibits. 

For additional info rmation: 
Lauren Kinsey 
Society for Information Disp lay 
1526 Brookhollow Drive 
Santa Ana, CA 92705-5421 
714/545-1526, fax -1547 
socfori.nfod i.splay@mcimail .com 

SEPTEMBER 
17th International Display 
Research Conference 

TORONTO, CANADA 
SEPTEMBER 15- 17, 1 9 9 7 

• An international conference on display 
research and development aspects of: 
- Display Fundamentals Display Devices 

Hard Copy & Storage Input Systems 
- Integrated Devices and Applications 

Image and Signal Processing 
- Color Perception Human Factors 

Fifth Color Imaging 
Conference: Color Science, 
Systems & Applications 

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 
NOVEMBER 16- 19, 1 9 9 7 

• An international multidisciplinary forum 
for dialogue on· 
-Creation and capture of Color Images 

Color Image reproduction and 
interchange 

Co-sponsored with IS& I . 



Acer Peripherals 
Ad-Vance Magnetics, Inc. 
Advance Reproductions Corp. 
AlliedSignal, Inc./ 

MicroOptic Devices 
Arconium 

Brewer Science, Inc. 
Brimat· Ltd. 

Canon, Inc. 
Capetronic Computer USA (HK), 

Inc. 
Celco 
Cherry Electrical Products 
Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. 
Clinton Electronics Corp. 
Coming Inc. 
Coming Japan K.K. 

Dale Electronics, Inc. 
David Samoff Research Center 
Diagnostic/Retrieval Systems, Inc. 
Display Inspection Systems 
Display Laboratories 
DNP Denmark 
dpiX, A Xerox Company 

Electronic Designs, Inc. 
Electro-Plasma, Inc. 
Endicott Research Group, Inc . 
Epson America 

FED Corp. 
F-P Electronics 
Flat Panel Display Co. (FPD) B.V. 
Futaba Corp. 

GE Plastics Japan Ltd. 
Grascby Optronics 
Grimes Aerospace Company 

Hewlett-Packard Co. 
Hitachi, Ltd. 
F. Hoffmann-La Roche 
Honeywell, Inc. 
Hoya Corporation USA 
Hughes Lexington 

IBM Corp. 
Imaging & Sensing Technology 
Incom, lnc. 
Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc. 
Industria l Teclmology Research 

Institute 
In Focus Systems, Inc. 
Infodex, Inc. 
Innotec Group, Inc. 
lnterf ace Products, Inc. 
I nterserv Corp. 
Interstate Electronics Corp. 
ISE Electronics Corp. 

Kent Display Systems 

Libbey-Owens-Ford Co. 
Linfinity Microelectronics 
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Litton Systems Canada Ltd. (2) 
Lora! Librascope 

Man & Machine. Inc. 
Micron Display Teclmology, Inc. 
Micronic Laser Systems AB 
Microvision Corp. 
Minella Corp. 
Mine lla Hong Kong Ltd. 
M itsubishi Electronics America 
Motif, Inc. 
MRS Technology, Inc. 

NEC Corp., Japan 
Nippon Seiki Co., Ltd. 
Norden Systems Westinghouse 

OIS Optical Imaging Systems, Inc. 
OK! Electric Industry Co., Ltd. 
Optical Coating Lab., Inc. 

Photonics Systems, Inc. 
Photo Research 
Photronics, Inc. 
Pilki ngton Micronics Ltd. 
Planar Systems, Inc. 
Plasmaco, Inc. 
Polytronix, Inc. 
Progressive Systems Teclmology, 

Inc. 

Q.C. Optics, Inc . 
Quantum Data Inc. 

Regisbrook Group, Ltd. 
ROLIC Liquid Crystals R&D Co. 

Schott Corp. 
Semiconductor Systems, lnc. 
Sharp Corp. - Japan 
SI Diamond Technology 
Sony Corp. of America 
Sony Corp./Corporate Research 

Labs 
Standish Industries, Inc. 
Stanford Resources, Inc. 
Steag MicroTech, Inc. 
Supertex, Inc. 
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rides, protec~s,, 
tneasures, tnonttors, 
tunes ,plays, 

cotntnunicates, 
cotnputes 

and ~ displays 
with Optrex LCDs 

And that's just the beginning. 
The applications fo r L C D s keep growing. And so does 

Oprrex. In fact, today we' re t he largest supplie r of L C Ds in 
th e world. 'Why? Innovative e ng ineering and d es ig n s up
port. Exceptiona l quality. And a nationvvide di stributi on 
network. The point is, be ing bigger m akes it eas ie r to be 
m o re he lpful to o ur c usto m e rs - in deve lo pin g new 
applica tions and in en ha ncing the pe rformance of existing 
products. Our custome rs like that. You w ill , too. For more 
information, call (3 13) 41 6-8500, or fax (3 13) 4 16-8520 today. 

OPTREX 
A1vi ERI CA, I C. 

Turning New fdeas Into Reality. 
44 160 Plymouth Oaks Bl vd .. Plymouth. M l 4X 170 Phone: (3 13) 4 16-X500 Fax: (3 13) 4 16-X520 

Cit·cle no. 41 



For accurate alignment with uniform cell gap, PANALIGN is the only system to aim for. 

• +1-One micron alignment 
• Uniform cell-gap 
• Hi throughput 
1 Field proven 
I Fully automatic or manual 
• Controlled process variables 

• Graphical user interface 
• Substrates up to one meter 
• R&D or inline production 

Call lnterserv Corporation at 
612-888-9767 or visit us on the Internet 
at -WVvW.interservcorp.com. 
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